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Panel may okay
nursing program

Chancellor
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Dr.

Bragg,

Dr.

Lick at

groundbreaking.

Construction begins

By CINDY STROZZO
Groundbreaking
ceremonies last week marked
beginning construction of a
new continuing education
building on Chandler Road
between Johnson Hall and
physical plant operations.
Acting Chancellor Dr.
Vernon Crawford and Vice
Chancellor for Services
Howard Jordan were
present for the 10:30 a.m.
groundbreaking at the site
of the proposed complex.
"We are committed to
serving the needs of the
people of this region," said

GSC President Dale Lick.
"Continuing education,
both off and on the campus
has to be an important part
of our overall programming. This new facility will
make possible many
additional activities, and
will allow the college to
serve better our main
constitutencies."
According to Bill. Cook,
vice president of fiscal
affairs, the building is
phase one of a four-phase
plan and will house
conference rooms, an
auditorium, and a few

offices.
Phase two, which is still
in the earliest of preliminary stages will primarily
be an office building. Phase
three will contain a food
services complex and phase
four will be a large
exhibition hall.
Phase one was in the
"wishing and dreaming
stage three years ago", said
Cook. "The building was
actually approved in May,
1977, when the Board of
Regents authorized the
See BUILDING, p. 6

By MARTHA
BUCKNER
The Senate Health and
Medical Education Study
Committee of the Georgia
Legislature may recommend a proposed nursing
school be established at
GSC.
The Senate subcommittee visited the campus in
August and discussed the
school's proposed nursing
program during a hearing
with school and local health
officials.
The GSC nursing
program, supported by the
Georgia University System
Board of Regents, was
rejected last spring by the
States Board of Nursing,
the final step toward the
program's initiation.
It was the board's
rejection of the program
that prompted the hearing.
According to Senator Joe
Kennedy, who presided,
"the main purpose of the
visit. . .(is) to see what we
can do to help get the
nursing program approved."
As members of the
committee, Kennedy, State
Senator Thomas Allgood
and State Representative
Jones Lane heard presentations by GSC officials, local
public health professionals
and Nancy Dean, Executive
Director of the Board of
Nursing, regarding the
health needs of Southeast
Georgia.

GSC President Dr. Dale Hospital, cited the facility's
Lick presented a report critical need for nurses.
Dean, testifying on the
discussing what a nursing
activities of the Board of
school at GSC could do to Nursing, stated the board's
alleviate some of the area's problems with poor
problem with nursing funding.
maldistribution, according
Should the senate
to Jean Barbour, the committee endorse the
nursing program's only program, "the (nursing)
board would take that into
current staff member.
"We want to educate account" when the GSC
nurses in this area. They proposal is sent back for rewill then be more likely to evaluation, GSC Vice
stay here and work," she President Charles Austin
said, "This is one positive
continued.
Barbour remembers a factor."
"I think things will go
shortage of physicians a
few years back. "Now there well," Lick said later. "But
are many more doctors, yet, there is no guarantee."
Lick also explained that
few in rural areas. There are
still counties in Georgia the college is "reviewing the
concerns of the State Board
without a single doctor."
of Nursing, and we are
firming up our clinical
agreements and explaining
more fully how we'll use
those facilities."
"We hope to get it
approved and make it
operational by fall of 1980."
If the proposal gains the
approval of the Board of
Nursing before the first of
the year, a $.5 million, threeyear Federal grant may be
awarded to the school for
the initial establishment of
the nursing school.
Also, over the summer,
an advisory council for the
In a report on the poor program was organized,
health status in this area by two consultants were hired,
local health officials, one on a regular basis, and
Aldine Prosser, administra- a planning coordinator was
tor of Bulloch Memorial added to the staff.

'We want to
educate nurses
in this area.
They will then
be more likely
to stay here
and work*
—Jean
Barbour

Dr. Doug Leavitt appointed dean of education

ijW

Dr. Doug Leavitt,
chairman of the division of
health, physical education,
and recreation at GSC, has
been named acting dean of
the GSC School of Education, according to Vice
President Charles J.
Austin.
Leavitt's appointment
was effective July 1. He will
serve in the position
vacated by Dr. Starr Miller
who recently resigned to
accept the presidency of
Brewton Parker College.

A search committee will
be formed in the near future
to begin the process of
filling the position on a
permanent basis, according
to Austin. Substantial work
by that committee is not
expected to begin until fall.
"Dr. Leavitt has
provided a great deal of
loyal service to Georgia
Southern and has done an
outstanding job in directing
our program in health,
physical education, and
recreation," said Austin. "I

believe he has the necessary
qualifications to handle
this position during the
interim time."
A native of Morgantown, Ind., Leavitt has
served as chairman of the
GSC division of health,
physical education, and
recreation since 1967. He
had previously served as
director of recreation
curriculum here.
Leavitt received his B.S.
degree in physical education from Indiana Univer-

sity, and his M.S. and
H.S.D. degrees in health
and safety from Indiana.
During his tenure at
GSC, he has served in
numerous capacities
including the graduate
council, chairman of the
faculty senate, chairman of
the institutional self-study
committee, chairman of the
vice presidential search
committee (1978), and
chairman of the School of
Education affirmative
action committee.

h

DR. DOUG LEAVITT

/

I
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Doors closed

There is no doubt that Williams
Center has developed a bad reputation
with experienced GSC students. Food
services routinely uses the cafeteria as
a release valve for the overcrowded
situations which come about every fall
quarter.
Last year the closing of Williams
left many students holding meal
tickets which they understood would
be accepted at Williams for the full
year.
It's bad enough to close the center
when students are given months,
weeks, or even days notice, but such
was not the case in the latest Williams
Center episode.
Several students, lined up for
Almost an hour, had the door closed in

their collective faces during the second
week of classes here ten minutes before
the posted closing time.
The cafeteria was not out of food—
they re-opened two minutes later and
there was enough food—and no reason
was given by the people inside except
that they had to close early so the
workers could get off in time.

The lines, in the mean time, had
disappeared when the doors were
reopened.
Food services calls the meal ticket a
contract. If students have paid for
certain services, they should not only
receive those services, but should be
treated as human beings in the
process. .

Lakes wet again
They were supposed to be re-filled
by the end of fall quarter last year.
Then the deadline was put off until
winter quarter, then spring, and then
summer quarter.
After several false starts and more
than one false promise, the GSC twin
lakes have water in them once again.
Supposedly they have been dug out
to their original depth and have been
relieved of the refuse from several
years of "throw it in the lake"
litterbugs.
Many of us never expected to see the
completion of this project, and the

flurry of activity two weeks before the
beginning of fall quarter this year
indicates that we may have been
cutting it kind of close.
Plant operations deserves a hearty
thanks for finishing in time for the
students of GSC to see upon arrival an
(almost) full pair of lakes. Somehow,
GSC just didn't seem the same without
them, and the watermelon cuttings
must have lost something of their
charm when held next to a mudhole,
but all that's in the past.
We're just glad to have them back.

Temporary parking
Overcrowding of students on
campus is especially bad this year,
with yet another increase in
enrollment. Parking spaces are at an
all time low as a result. And convenient
parking for the young ladies on
campus is an important consideration
as well.
A new parking lot would seem to be
the answer, or at least part of the
answer, to the dilemma.
But when a parking lot is built, one
expects asphalt with parking spaces

marked off in yellow paint. Not muddy
gulleys running off to fill up the newly
recreated GSC lakes.
The destruction of the now-famous
watering trough monument which
occurred last year, now seems even
more senseless. We've torn down a
monument and constructed a parking
lot in its honor. But the parking lot
leaves a lot to be desired. And it may be
only temporary.
Just wait til the monsoon season.

Students apathetic
Student apathy at GSC is at an alltime high. Instead of complaining
about nothing to do, students should
take the initiative to seek out activities
offered at GSC that reflect their
interests.
Many opportunities for involvement are available such as Masquers,
WVGS, George-Anne, CCC, SUB,
business and musical fraternities and

organizations, to name a few.
Remember, these organizations can
exist only with student participation.
For these students interested in
getting involved, the newspaper has
openings for news, sports, and feature
writers. The George-Anne office is
located upstairs in the Williams
Center.

Ken Buchanan

Some just aren't ready

Welcome back to GSC.
Welcome back to overcrowded parking lots, tenmile-long food lines and
general -mass confusion.
Yes, it's fall quarter once
again, and one of the most
numerous complaints this
year, just like last year and
numerous years before, is
that GSC advisors are not
doing their jobs.
Last year at this time an
editorial .appeared in the

George-Anne voicing

unhappiness with the way
the advisors here make
mistakes in scheduling of
students, give them just any
old thing to keep the lines
outside their offices
moving, or rush students
into making snap decisions
which are then blamed on
the student, by the advisor,
and on the advisor by the
student.
This year it's time to
take a look at the other side
of the coin. Exactly what is
the student's responsibility
in the advisement process?
Obviously, many students seem to think that the
sole requisite for advisement is the act of showing
up sometime before
registration day (usually
hours beforehand) or
afterwards, depending on
the individual's party
schedule and social
calendar at home.
Students file past the
advisor's desk for hours on
end—we must remember
that as bad as it seems for
students, the harrowing
process is multiplied many
times for the hapless
advisor—presenting shiny
smiling faces at best,

unshaven, half awake
mugs at worst, and most
have in common only one
thing—the blank look on
their faces.
Now, perhaps this is to
be expected in the freshmen
year—or years, as the case
may be—but one would
expect that by the time the
student has reached the
sophomore year that he
would be slightly more
aware of how the college
operates and have a better
idea of how important the
first years are in his
education.
Unfortunately this is
not the case for a majority
of students. Juniors and
even seniors have been
guilty of not knowing that
they had to have a certain
course to graduate. When
that course is Myopic
Entomology 359 for a
history major, the confusion may be fairly well
understandable and perhaps the advisor did fall
down on his duty to guide
the student through the
maze of scheduling confusion.
But even such a
seemingly unimportant
course requirement can be
found in the college catalog,
a fact of which many
students seem to have no
knowledge. Requirements
are listed, in plain English
and black and white, for
each maijor. All a student
has to do to thoroughly
familiarize himself with
which courses he can take
and which ones he must
take, is read the catalog.
One of the prime
functions of a college
education, many have said,

is to prepare the student for*
life in the real world. Out
there, students should
remember, no one plans
your life for you. Each
individual person is totally
free to make something of
himself or to mess up#
royally. And out there, there
aren't any advisors to
blame for your mistakes.
It's time that, college,
students began to'-behave
like the young adult citizens
they claim to be. Taking'^
responsibility for one's own*
decisions and making thosp
decisions based on firrii,
logical reasoning are twwmajor steps towards ihatj
goal.
Last year's editorial also ]
reported that many seniors
have reached their fina;*
year only to realize that,.v
they have completely
missed many courses that
they should have taken and"
have, unfortunately, taken
many useless courses which
were not only non-essential
to their graduation,butwere"
absolutely unusuable in the
student's major.
Many students have
complained that their
graduation has been
postponed by a quarter or a
year because of this mix-up.
Perhaps this is a tragedy.
And, perhaps it is not.
Students who have shown
that they are incapable of
planning their academic
schedules are definitely not
ready for the much larger
task of planning their lives.^
If many students donjg.
graduate on time becaufva
they failed to pi
adequately in advance, u».
just may be that they're not
ready to graduate anyway.
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Barbara Morrison

CCC function defined

Editor's Note: Barbara
Morrison is vice president
of the CCC
As vice president of the
Central Coordinating
Committee (the student
government), I would like to
welcome everyone to GSC.
My purpose for this guest
editorial is to acquaint the
student body with the
purposes,
achievements,
and goals of the CCC.
The purpose of the CCC
is to act as a liaison between
the students and the
administration on matters
that affect the quality of
education at GSC. Another
function of the CCC is to
further the relationship
between the college and the
local community.
Since we are your voice
we feel that you should
know what we are saying
and doing. For example,
two years ago the CCC
established a scholarship of

$1,000, open to qualified
students. Due to the efforts
of the CCC, hours of
intervisitation have been
increased, sign in/sign out
sheets have been improved
and also the 5-1 meal plan
has been added. The CCC
sponsored Marc Nadel Day
to assist a student that was
injured last year.
We provide the students
with different services on
campus, such as the Travel
Board, the refrigerator
rental program, and also
the HOCS booklet. We had
an active role in the
renovation of Sarah's Place
in the Williams Center. This
year we have taken on the
responsibility of the student
directory.
The CCC has been
involved in many committees: SAFBC, Dean's
Council, Housing Appeals
Board, the Academic
Advisory Council, the
Grievance and Statutes
Committee and also the

Student Advisory Council
to the Board of Regents.
One of our officers is the
secretary for the Student
Advisory Council.

Some of our goals for the
future include updating the
Faculty Course Evaluation,
forming an Advisory
Council consisting of
organization presidents
along with hall council
presidents and promoting
student participation in
local elections. We are also
in the process of changing
the name of the CCC to the
Student Government
Association.
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This article was designed to acquaint you with the
CCC and its workings. If
you have any questions,
ideas, or complaints, we are
located in Williams Center,
room 107. Give us a call
(681-5631) or drop us a line
(L.B. 11614). We can only be
as effective as you let us.

LETTERS
SUB positions
'in-operant*
DEAR EDITOR:
•The Student Union
Board of GSC is faced with
a double dilemna. Programming for fall quarter has
been held to movies only,
due to several members who
were appointed to the SUB
resigning. Those two
vacant positions are
chairman and the publicity
director. The two most vital
positions are inoperant.
That fact will cause the
board to function at a less
than optimum pace. Along
with the Student Union
Board's newly appointed
advisor who is unfamiliar
with the working of the
Board problems with
programming became more
complicated. Nevertheless,
the SUB must function and
will function as best as it
possibly can.
However the board may
function, some mention
need be made of the
applicant screening and
hiring process. I feel that
the CCC has done a
relatively good job in
appointing members to the
board in the past.
I also feel that the
situation the board is in at
present could have been
avoided. There should
have been a stipulation that
those members applying for
the board be required to
return and-workinthefall. I
feel especially that the
chairman and publicity
directors positions should
be filled by people who are
definitely returning to

alive I'm sure they or
school. The SUB is not a
possibly their children
"play-play" organization.
could answer my questions.
All voting positions are
You see, for some reason
salaried, and the workings
unknown to me, my
of the board are vital to the
grandfather changed his
students, faculty, and staff
name to John Floyd when
and all members appointed
to the board should be * he came here. This in turn
changed my and my
aware that it is their job to
father's name to Floyd.
see that the board is
We would very much like
operating at an optimum
to uncover anything
level.
anyone might know which
It should not be taken for
would help us in our search
granted that one can resign
for our heritage.
his position at any time and
Please write to me at
the board will not be
P.O. Box 487, Jeffersonaffected. I would hope that
ville, IN 47130.
the CCC makes this fact
DAVID FLOYD
known to all applicants.
WILLIE COLLINS
Special Events Coordinator
SUB

Looking for
heritage
DEAR EDITOR:
I'm trying to locate
anyone who may have
known of or be related to my
grandfather, John Floyd
Murphy. He was born
March, 1865. Before he left
Georgia and came to the
Southern Indiana area, he
worked for the Chewaklee(?) Lime Co. and stayed
at a boarding house known
as Grandma Dicksons. This
was supposed to be close to
a swamp where a circus
wintered.
He had a sister named
Veonia Onelya born in 1875
or 1880. She married John
Hodges, who owned a store.
I have been trying to
contact Veonia's descendants for over a year,
without success. If any of
Veonia's children are still

You can save a lot of
gasoline —and a lot of
money —if you use the phone
before you use your car.
By calling ahead, you
can be sure the restaurant
is open . . . the store has
what you want ... or the
friend you want to visit is
home — before you waste
time, gas and money on an
unnecessary trip. On the
average, you waste about
a dollar's worth of gas on
every unnecessary trip —
and just two wasted trips
a week can cost you more

than $100 worth of gas
a year.
Saving energy is easier
than you think, and with the
rising energy costs we're
facing today, it's never
been more important. So
the next time you pick up
your car keys and head for
the door, ask yourself
whether a phone call could
save you the trip —and
the wasted gas.
For a free booklet with
more easy energy-saving
tips, write "Energy," Box 62,
Oak Ridge, TN 37830.

ENERGY'
We can't afford
to waste it*
Got a beef?
Write to the
George-Anne.

U.S. Department of Energy

J
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Camera equipment is stolen
By HOWARD
THROWER
About $3,300 worth of
uninsured camera equipment was stolen from the
institutional development
office between 7:30 p.m.,
Sept. 15, and 8:20 p.m., Sept.
16, according to Steve
Ellwood, head of Photographic services.
The stolen equipment
included two Nikon and
three Minolta cameras and
seven lenses, two of which
were telephoto.
Ellwood said he discovered the theft at 8:20
p.m. Sunday when he came
to pick up his camera bag.
"They didn't take the
broken equipment," Ellwood said. "Apparently
they knew about the camera
equipment. I'm sure they
did." Shortly after the
discovery, he notified
campus security.
There are two ways to
get into the maze of offices
in the Administration
Building section where
Ellwood's office is located.
The door leading to the
reception area of his office
was locked, Ellwood stated,
because he had to unlock it
to get inside. The other
entrance leads to Richard
Dollar's office. Ellwood said
Dollar was sure that door

was locked because he left
money lying on his desk
and he double checked the
lock.
"It could have been
someone with a key to open
either door or someone who
knew How to card a door,"
Ellwood explained.'
Ellwood said his door
has a deadbolt and could
not be carded.
"Once in the main office
area, the person or persons

Intervisitation
is announced
By LORA FEEBACK
Sanford and In The
Pines Apartments will have
open intervisitation this
year, according to Dean of
Students Jack Nolen.
Residence halls will have
limited intervisitation.
"Any regulations we
have are based on the need
to insure privacy and
security", said Nolen.
"Residents of apartments
can control their own
privacy and are responsible
for their own security, with
the help of campus
security."

had to unlock my office," he
said. "They could have
found the key. The key was
kept in a certain place so
staff members could use it
to get necessary equipment."
"Probably all eight staff
members knew where the
key hung and over the last
two years I've had 12
student assistants that
knew," he said.
Sgt. Henry Anderson,
criminal investigator for
campus security, said,
"We've sent a list of the
missing equipment to the
GBI who, in turn, sent the
information to all law
enforcement agencies in the
state."
"We need a break to
catch them," Anderson
said. "We don't have much
to go on. If someone tries to
dispose of it, we'll find
him."
But Ellwood said, "I soft
of doubt we'll ever see the
stuff again."
William Rabitsch,
controller, said, "we do not
have that much theft.
Unattached items are not
protected by insurance
against loss except by fire."
He explained that it is
less expensive to replace
stolen goods than insure
against theft all of the
unattached items that
belong to a college in the
university system.

Dr. Lick and Jerold Bozeman, personnel manager of Miliken and Company,
display the limited edition carpet.

Limited edition carpet
presented to GSC by firm
By SALLY SCHERER
Jerold Bozeman, personnel manager of Miliken
and Company, a textile firm
in Alma, presented GSC
with a limited edition carpet
in a ceremony in the
Rosenwald Building at the
end of the spring quarter.

governor of Georgia, two
U.S. Senators from Georgia
and two Georgia congressmen. The carpet is unique
because it is produced with
a new technique using
computers, which print the
carpet design directly-onto
the yarn.

The carpet which bears
the state seal of Georgia is
only one of approximately
seven made by the Miliken
Company's plant in
Carrollton. The other
carpets were given to the

Miliken and Company's
Alma plant hired approximately ten 1978 GSC
graduates from the departments of business, chemistry and technology.
According to Dr. Donald

Hackett, chairman of the
division of technology, the
carpet was given to GSC,
"to show goodwill and
faith."
Dr. Origen James, dean
of the school of business
said, "Miliken is showing
strong support for the best
school in the state."
The carpet is now on
display in the presidential
dining room in Williams
Center and is available for
public viewing.

$0ME JHINGS
A Gallery of Objects
Artists Is Now Open!
Artists and Craftsmen Who Are Interested in Selling
Their Work Should Come By or Call 681-1689

GRAND OPENING CELEBRATION!
Oct. 15, 16 & 17, 1979
Come By and Register for
Merchandising Giveaway!

$0ME JHINGS
Chandler Road (Next to AW House)-WAM- to 6 PM; 6 Days Week

CUP COUPON

'ONE F rfEE HAMBURGER PER COUPON

FREE

HAMBURGER

Nov. at Wendy s Old
Fashioned Hamburgers this
coupon entities you to a free
Single Hamburger with the
purchase of a hamburger
of any size Offer expires

Oct. 18, 1979
PRESt'-' COUPON WHEN ORDERING

USE ANY DAY OF THE
WEEK AFTER 4 PM

CUP COUPON

ONE ORDER FRENCH FRIES PER COUPON

15*OFF

FRENCH FRIES
Now at Wendy's
Old Fashioned Hamburgersthis coupon entitles you to
15c off an order of French
Fries. Offer expires...

Oct. 18, 1979
PRE SENT COUPON WHEN ORDERING

USE ANY DAY OF THE
WEEK AFTER 4 PM

CUP COUPON

ONE TROSTY PER COUPON

15*
OFF
FROSTY ^^
Now at Wendy's Old
Fashioned
Hamburgers
this coupon
entitles you
to 15C off
a thick, rich
Wendy's
Frosty.
Offer expires

Oct. 18, 1979
PRESENT COUPON WHEN OROL^lNG

USE ANY DAY OF THE
WEEK AFTER 4 PM

Q

.
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Sharon Fell named PR director
Sharon Lea Fell has
been appointed director of
public relations at GSC
effective Sept. 1, according
to President Dale Lick.
Fell's duties will concern
one of the four phases of
institutional development,
the others being publications, resource development, and alumni affairs.
According to Ric
Mandes, director of institutional development, Fell
will add a particularly

skilled dimension to the
total development program.
"I am pleased that Sharon's
background in public
relations and newspaper
work, as well as her
editorial expertise and her
extensive writing experience, will assist us in
presenting the best possible
views of GSC's manyfaceted life," he said.
A native of Washington,
D.C., Fell graduated from
W.T. Woodson High School

in Fairfax, Va., and
received a bachelor's degree
in journalism, cum laude,
with general honors and
honors in journalism, from
the University of Georgia in
1972. At the university she
was elected to Phi Kappa
Phi National Honor Society
and to Kappa Tau Alpha
National Journalism
Honor Society.
Fell has worked on the
Athens Banner-Herald as
copy editor, police reporter,

GSC receives neutron source
By LINDA GRESSETTE
The physics department
at GSC has recently been
granted the permanent loan
of a Californium neutron
source valued at about
$10,000.
Chip Mobley, assistant
professor of physics has
been appointed Radioactive
Protection Officer for the
college and will be the
instigator in the care and
protection of the source.
The source produces free
neutrons which can get into
the nucleus of another atom
and make it radioactive,
according to Mobley.
"Virtually any material can
be made slightly radioactive using the source," said
Mobley, "though the

amount of radioactivity is
extremely small."
"The Californium source
can be used in many types
of experiments," he
explained. "For example,
we can take a sample of
polluted air and inundate it
and then by means of the
radioactivity, determine
what materials were
polluting the air."
According to Mobley,
the source's main function
will be to train students in
the proper and safe
methods of handling
radioactive materials. They
are now able to practice on a
safe but low level source like
this one in preparation for
work involving the use of a
much stronger source.
The neutron source will

be used in the upper-level
physics classes as a
teaching tool.
"Previously we've had to
buy radioactive material
which has a short half life."
"Now," notes Mobley, "we
can make our own. Also
some materials have half
lives so short that the
material is dead by the time
we receive it. Our new
source should eliminate
this problem and make
modern physics a much
more interesting course."
The Californium neutron source will be made
available for other departments interested in using
neutron activation analysis.

feature writer, and reporter
on health, education, and
welfare. She has served as
editor of Columns, a weekly
faculty-staff publication of
the University of Georgia,
with a circulation of 7,500.
She was the recipient of
a first place Georgia
Associated Press Public
Service Award in 1973 and
a Georgia Associated Press
Feature Writing Award in
1975.
Asked her response to
moving from the large
Athens campus to the
smaller one in Statesboro,
Fell replied, "The measure
of a great college isn't in the
size of its campus, but in the
size of its ideas, and GSC
thinks big. The spirit of this
college, the sense of being
on its way with places to go
and things to do, will carry
the impact of GSC far
beyond the campus area."
On her goals for the
public relations effort Fell
commented, "GSC is
realizing more than ever
how good it is and how
great it can be. My job will
be to let the outside world
know us through our
accomplishments, not just
for the glory of Southern,
but because I believe this
institution can really make
a difference in the quality of
life for people in the
southeast."

Dr. Gale Bishop holds bones of mosasaur.

'Monster* bones donated
By BRENDA TRENT
The 80 million-year-old
bones of a mosasaur, a
"classical sea monster"
type marine lizard, have
been donated to GSC's
Herty Museum.
Dr. Gale Bishop,
associate professor of
geology arranged the
donation in cooperation
with Philip Bjork, vertebrate paleontologist and

director of the Museum of
geology at the South
Dakota School of Mines and
Technology.
The discovery of the
remains of the mosasaur,
which are believed to be 70-'
90 percent complete, is
significant in the ongoing
study of Georgia's geologic
history. The specimen is
from the same period as
kaolin deposits in Georgia.

GREAT GIFT IDEAS
ORIGINATE AT

^fc^

Sftie
IN COLLEGE PLAZA

Featuring Statesboro's
Most Exciting Selection Of
Gifts And Decorative Accessories.

V*/!

Mon
LACOSTE

100% Orion^ Acrylic

HALLMARK CARDS, STATIONERY, CANDLES,
DESK ACCESSORIES, POSTERS, CALENDARS, BULLETIN BOARDS, PUZZLES, PARTY
GOODS, BASKETS, POTTERY, LAMPS,
BRASS, PLANTS, DRIED FLOWERS, SEA
SHELLS, KITCHEN ACCESSORIES, EARLY
AMERICAN WOOD, BARWARE, MOBILES,
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!

e o o O

^W^d jVehi
COLLEGE PLAZA

Your Kind Of Store — "Bringing You The Newest In Gift Trends!'

STATESBORO MALL

COME SEE THE NEW ACCENTS JEWELRY
By HALLMARK!
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'Checkpoint* installed

Library gets new security gate

By ELIZABETH
BROWN
Checkpoint, an electronic security system
designed to monitor the
unauthorized removal of
library materials, is now in
operation at the GSC
library.
The system insures that
materials which cannot be
checked out such as
"reference books, current
periodicals and newspapers

will remain available for
general use. Checkpoint
detects preconditioned
books, periodicals and
audiovisual materials
through briefcases, parcels
and clothing. Operating on
regular house current,
Checkpoint is completely
safe and will not affect
pacemakers, film, computer
or cassette tapes.
Upon exit thorugh
Checkpoint with materials
not properly checked out,

the exit gate locks and an
alarm sounds. It will then be
necessary for you to return
to the circulation desk for
the staff to correct any
errors in checkout.
Selected for several
reasons, Wendell Barbour,
associate director of
libraries for operations,
said, "We felt Checkpoint
was the best sytem for the
price, is more effective with
a minimum of false alarms,
and several members of our
staff are familiar with and
have used Checkpoint in
other libraries."
Julius Ariail, circualtion
librarian, stressed the
positive aspects of Checkpoint. "Unlike the former
methodf of checkout in
which everyone was
stopped to have books and
briefcases inspected,
Checkpoint means less time
leaving the library," he said.
"With Checkpoint no one
will be searched unless they

activate the system."
Other direct benefits
from the installation ot the
system include the transferal of four staff members
formerly needed to work at
the Control Desk to other
areas of the library,
minimized financial loss
from unauthorized removal
of library materials, and a
more efficient circulation
system.

Building
Continued from p. 1

preliminary design, he said.
In Dec. 1977, the
building was budgeted at
$1,184,735 but was actually
contracted at $1,987,780.
Increases came from
inflation and the decision to
add vinyl wall coverings
which keep maintenance
costs low.
Completion of phase one
is expected "one year from
January," said Cook.

Sarah's Place raided
by vandals last month

By SARAH KING
Vandals broke into
Sarah's Place the night of
Sept. 25 and threw items
such as coffee stirrers and
crackers all over the floor.
They also tampered with
the tape in the cash register,
according to Sarah Savage,
supervisor of Sarah's Place.
Since nothing is left in

Phil Adams exists through new system.

Levis

the coffeehouse over night,
very little dollar damage
was done. Nothing was
broken and "it was all
intact except for the mess to
clean up," Savage said.
When she arrived the
morning after the break in,
Savage notified Campus
Security. At the end of the
day, she noticed that the
cash register tape showed
exactly $2,000 more than
what had been taken in.
The incident is now
being investigated by
Henry Anderson, criminal
investigator for campus
security.

■&

The people at LEVIGATE, in the
Statesboro Mall would like to start
your Fall Quarter and new school
year off with
an introductory
savings at our store.

Barbour is appointed
Jean Como Barbour has
been appointed coordinator
of the GSC nursing
program, according to
President Dale W. Lick.
Barbour's assignment
will be assisting the
development of a baccalaureate nursing program,
which has been approved
by the Board of Regents
and, following approval of
the state licensing board,
should open on campus
next fall.
"We are exceptionally
lucky to have found a
coordinator who not only
combines nursing expertise
with administrative experience but who has lived in
our area and knows its
particular health needs,"
said Lick.
Barbour comes to the
college from a position as
instructor of nursing in the
associate degree program at
Armstrong State College.
She has lived in Bulloch
county, however, for the

The BOOK EXCHANGE
Trade And Sell A11 Paperbacks

COLLEGE PLAZA - 681-2301 - 10 a.m.-7 p.m., 6 Days

past three years during*
which she was also a
consultant nurse clinician
for Dr. Stephen Jordan and
has served at Bulloch*
Memorial Hospital.
A graduate of Bedford
High School in Bedford,
Pa., Mrs. Barbour received"
her diploma in nursing
from Altoona Hospital
School of Nursing in
Altoona, Pa. She graduated*"
summa cum laude with a
bachelor, of science in
nursing from Armstrong
State College and received*
her master of science in
nursing from the Medical
College of Georgia where^,
she was elected to Sigma
Theta Tau, national honor
society of nursing. She is
presently doing post>
master's work toward a
family nurse clinician
specialty at the Medical
College.
#
"A nursing program at
GSC will be an important
contribution to our community and to rural South*
Georgia," Barbour commented. "I'm excited about
our program and what we
will be able to offer. I see a»
busy year ahead but I'm
very optimistic for a
successful outcome."

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Enjoy your favorite foods and beverages
in a relaxed atmosphere.

With the coupon beJow you will
be shopping at Statesboro's largest
casual clothing store. You will be
interested to know that we are THE
source for ALL Levi Products. We
don't miss any sizes!

This coupon entitles you to a fifteen percent (15°;<>) discount on any
purchase, until October 31st., at LEVIGATE, in the Statesboro Mall.

JEAN BARBOUR

mqus
GEORGIA AVE. AND CHANDLER ROAD
STATESBORO, GA.

681-3207

Mon.-Sat., 11:00 a.m. to 12 p.m.
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Austin publishes book
By LINDA GRESSETTE
Dr. Charles J. Austin,
vice president of Academic
Affairs at GSC has
published a new book,
Information Systems for
Hospital Administration.
The book serves as an aid
for hospital administrators

in the understanding of
computer systems and their
uses. It is also used as a
teaching tool for students
preparing to enter this field.
Austin has had extensive experience in the field
of data processing and
programming and felt a

Two suspects held in
robbery on campus
Two local residents are
being held on charges of
robbery of sudden taking
after a GSC student
identified them as the two
' who stole his wristwatch
Friday morning.
Ricky Houston, 20, and
Joseph Parrish Jr., 21, bot'
of Whitesville, a community
near Statesboro, are being
held pending further
, investigations, according to
Henry Anderson, GSC
criminal investigator.
Anderson added that the
two are suspected of
commiting other crimes
which are also under
investigation.
Morrison said he was
jogging on Sweetheart
Circle at 1:50 a.m. Friday
when the two suspects
• approached him in a green
Chevrolet and asked him if
he wanted to buy some pot.
When he stepped closer to
•the car, he said, one of the
suspects grabbed his arm,
snatched his watch, and
fled.
'
According to Investigator Anderson, the two
suspects were picked up by
campus security as a result
' of an earlier complaint from

In The Pines residents and
was in the office when
Morrison came in to report
the theft. Morrison identified the two.
Involved in the case
were Anderson, Sgt. Julian
Bowen, Officer James
Smith, and Officer John
West of GSC Security; and
Agent Bill Butler of the
GBI.
Also assisting were Sgt.
Stan York and Officer
Morris of the Statesboro
Police Department.

definite need for a book
such as this. "As far as I
know, this is the first book
of its kind in the field," said
Austin. "I've been teaching
in this subject area for a
number of years and found
no textbook suitable."
Through his book,
Austin is hoping to help
administrators to decide
upon developing computer systems in their
hospitals. "The cost of
computer equipment has
come down," notes the
author," and more hospitals are looking at the
potential utilization of
computers."
When asked about his
future as an author, Austin
commented, "I don't have
as much time for research
and publishing now
because of my administrative responsibilities.
However, I do want to stay
current in my professional
field and will continue to
devote some of my own time
to research in my field.

Kubler-Ross workshop scheduled
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross,
the nation's foremost
author and authority on
how people face death, will
bring her nationally known
workshop on "Death and
Dying" to the GSC campus
Oct. 9.
A medical doctor and
professor of psychiatry,
Kubler-Ross travels continually to lecture and give
workshops on death, dying
and the care of those
touched by what she has

called "the final stage of
growth." Her books, On
Death and dying, Questions
and Answers on Death and
Dying and Death the Final
Stage of Growth are
considered cornerstones on
the subject. Her latest book,
To Live Until We Say
Goodbye, was published
last year.
Kubler-Ross' Oct. 9
workshop at GSC will be
from 2-4:30 p.m. Oct. 9 at the
Foy Auditorium.

WASH WORLD
|
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COUPON

COLLEGE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
Air Conditioned!
Always Attended!
Alterations
Dry Cleaning

FREE

FREE

One Wash
Load

2 Lbs. Drop-Off

Laundry Service

|Mon.,
Tuet., Thur*., 10 a.m.-8 p.m.- Closed Wedne*day-Fr1., Sat., Sun., 10 ■.m.-6 p.m.
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^
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DISCOUNT TICKETS
10/15% OFF
WITH
Minimum
10 lbs.

President's scholars named
Nine incoming freshmen at GSC who are
expected to go to the head of
the Class of 1984 during
their college careers were
honored as President's
Scholars fall quarter. The
annual recognition goes to
the college's top freshmen,
based on college board
scores, to encourage
continued academic excellence.
The President's Scholars program is sponsored
by the Farmers and
Merchants Bank of Brooket

which awards the students
plaques of recognition,
plus a gift and a check to
start their college careers.
This year's President's
Scholars, flanked by GSC
President Dr. Dale W. Lick
and Farmers' and Merchants Bank President
Billy Tyson are, Mary Jane
Wamsley of Bedford, N.Y.,
Donna Jean Beasley of
Metter, Gwendolyn Fay
Langford of Griffin, Laura
Ellen Cone of Lilburn,
Devra Dorena Proctor of

Jesup, Donnie M. Fiquett,
Jr. of Vidalia, Steven Keith
Hall of Statesboro, Jeffery
Irwin Johnson of Adrian
and Don Thurman Johnson
of Sopertoh.

Give a hoot!
Don't pollute.

vvvwvvv www

HOUSE
OF
SIRLOIN

One Coupon Per Customer
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Deal's

CREATE-frCAKE

With A Full Supply Of Bakery Goods And
Decorating Supplies

& Bakery

College Plaza Shopping Center
ALL TYPES OF SPECIAL CAKES

WILTON DEALER

WE WILL CREATE YOUR CAKE. JUST GIVE US A CALL AT

J

President's scholars show their awards.

681-2392
Bring In This Ad For A FREE Chocolate
Chip Cookie!

i»t«->v^w,*».-.^>

Open Far lunch, 11:30 a.m. to 10:00p.m.
Best In Steaks And Lunches
GSC Students' Favorite Steak House

681-4076

WINDSOR VILLAGE
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Organization recognized
The Black Student
Alliance was recognized by
the college as a student
organization during spring
quarter, 1979. The purpose
of the organization is to
promote cohesiveness
between black students and
black student organizations, to assist GSC in
recruitment of black
students and faculty, to
provide a representative
voice for black students to
the administration, to
secure funding for black
cultural programming, and
to bring about better
communication
between
students, faculty, and

By SALLY SCHERER
Dr. William Hitchcock,
former head of the
educational psychology
and guidance department
and teacher at GSC for 19
years retired at the end of
summer quarter.

Sarah's Place renovated

The opening depends on
the arrival of the cooler
equipment to hold sandwiches and a new soft drink
unit. "The manufacturers
are simply not delivering
it," said Dixon.
The rennovation includes new carpet, better
lighting, and new booths.
The television lounge area
will have all modern

furniture, 36" round tables
and chrome chairs, and one
inch wide tan and rust
colored Venetian blinds
have been ordered. Six
microwave ovens will also
be added.
Sarah's Place will be
open Monday through
Friday from 7 a.m. to 10:30
p.m. with specials offered
for Monday night football.
These hours may be
extended to 11 p.m. if the
students are interested, said
Dixon. Meal tickets will be
accepted Monday through
Friday: breakfast will be
from 7 a.m. to 10:10 a.m.;
lunch,. 10:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m.; and dinner, 4 p.m. to 7
p.m.

William May, director of
food services, said about
Sarah's Place, "It was
thrown out there last year,
but there was no pizzaz." He
added that there will be
more variety this year and
the quality of food will be
the same.

Sarah's Place got its
name from Sarah Savage,
the supervisor, who said she
is "very, very excited about
it." She added that she was
disappointed that it is
taking so long to remodel
but felt that "it will be worth
it, especially to the
students."

Those receiving the
scholarships include Brad
A. Catania, Lisle, 111.;

GSC can again boast an
increase in student
population, according to
Don Coleman, associate
registrar. In the latest
reports, each classification
showed some growth with
2120 freshmen enrolled (up
from 2070 last year); and
3240 upperclassmen (up
from 3137 last year). Also,
Special Studies students
now number 320, compared

program at GSC, finest in
the region. I'm bragging of
course, but that's the way I
feel."
Dr. Hitchcock is remaining in Statesboro and plans
to spend his retirement
traveling and doing the
things he's always "wanted
to do".

floor." In 1968, Dr.
Hitchcock obtained an
educational specialist
degree in this discipline. He
comments on the past years
by saying, "We have a fine
counseling education

764-5608

12 OZ. DRAFT BEER - 40<P
With Purchase of Sub
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—ONLY ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER—
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<Tor Guys And Dolls

By Appointment
—Fashion Hairstyling
—Quality Hair Products
—Expert Advice in Choosing Your
New Hairstyle
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Augusta; and Kelly Elaine
Shepherd, Atlanta.

Flowers For All Occasions!
JIM
8 OFFERS
YOU:

468 S. MAIN*

WOMEN & MEN

Tracey Lynnette Flanders,
Savannah; Anthony Hightower, College Park;
William Wayne Meyer,"

<** JONES THE FLORIST %
i
i
i

3000000000000C COUPON I

Complete Salon For All Your Beauty Needs

March Louise Dellenbarger, Statesboro; Helen Faye
Edmondson, Jefferson;

113 N. COLLEGE STREET

to 271 in 1978-79.
Although the influx is
welcomed by the GSC
administrators, many
problems have arisen. Long
lines at Landrum and „
cramped housing are
especially serious. Larry
Davis, director of housing,
recently commented that,.
almost 40 percent of
incoming freshmen would
be living in triple rooms or
in study rooms of the dorms. «>
Most of these students,
however, will have regular
double rooms by the end of
the quarter, said Davis, <?
because of withdrawals and
cancellations. Also, with
the newly opened Sanford
Hall, some of the crowdedc'
room problems have been
avoided.
Other problems related
to the growth of student5"
population concerned the
orientation program where
759 parents were housed
overnight on campus and*
about 450 in local motels.
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Scholarships awarded
By SUSAN TAYLOR
GSC music scholarships
have been awarded to seven
highly rated student
musicians according to Dr.
Jack Broucek, head of
GSC's music department.

Hitchcock came here
from Oregon State in 1960
to head the educational
counseling program for
graduate students. The
program was formed to
train school counselors. "It
was a good time to come to
GSC," said Hitchcock,
"because I got in on the

contact Billy Hightower,'
president or Dr. G. Lane
Van Tassell, faculty
advisor.

Increase noted

Teacher retires

A trio of GSC students plays pinball on one of the largest machines in
Statesboro. It is located in the new student complex in Williams Center.

By SARAH KING
Sarah's Place, the snack
bar located downstairs in
the Williams Center is now
being remodeled and reequipped and is expected to
open Oct. 15, according to
Ben Dixon, director of
auxiliary services.

administration.
Students desiring to
learn more about the
organization should
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Library TRIP offered

The De-Gamer being used in the classroom.

De-Gamer stops favoritism
By CINDY HALL
Favoritism and persecution. These two roles have
long been foes between
teachers and students in the
classroom. A teacher has
the opportunity to favor or
persecute a student while
also setting himself up to be
victimized by a student.
To eliminate these two
conflicting roles, Dr.
Richard Stapleton, professor of management at GSC,
has created a device called
the De-Gamer. This
invention consists of a
wooden circle surmounted
by a spinning needle.
Around the edge of the
circle are numbers, each of
which is assigned to one of
the students. When the
needle stops on that
student's number, it is his
turn to answer in class.
"When I first came up
with the idea four or five

years ago, I was trying to
get away from favoritism,"
Stapleton said. "The DeGamer removes the opportunity for a teacher to be
selective about which
student he does or doesn't
call on," he said.
"Also," he continued,
"the students realize that
the responsibility for
learning the material falls
on them, not on the teacher
urging them to do it."
Stapleton substitutes
the student's participation
in class, as a result of the
DeGamer, for tests scores,
although a final examination is required. "If a
student is not prepared for a
class and the needle lands
on his number, he loses
approximately one full
letter grade from his course
grade," he said.
The first De-Gamer
model was constructed in

December of 1975 and
Stapleton has been using it
in the classroom for the past
two years.
Along with his newly
marketed device, Stapleton
has recently published a
book, De-Gaming Teaching
and Learning: How to
Motivate Learners and
Invite Ok-ness, which is
currently available in
Savannah.

By LYNETTE
PARTRIDGE
It has been before and is
back again; the beginning
of the quarter and teachers
assigning term papers.
There is no need to be upset;
take a TRIP to the GSC
library where professional
help is waiting. Should you
have started your research
and reached a deadend or
just have no idea where to
start, the Topic Research
and Information Program
(TRIP) is for you. The
program at the GSC library
began this past winter
quarter and has "gotten
great response," according
to Wendell A. Barbour,
associate director of
libraries for operations. The
program is designed to give
the student personal
attention on the retrieving
of information for the paper
or just personal information.
A professional librarian
is on duty during the hours
the library is open to help
anyone find the information they need. Should the
time be short, an appointment can be made around
the student's schedule to
arrange for more time to be

CniCby h.i.s®

given to the needs of the
student. An appointment
can be made at the reference
desk or by phoning James
A. Harrison, Jr. at 681-5645
during library hours.
Now, an appointment
and one has gone through
the program, but a deadend
has arisen. Don't be
discouraged, the librarians
and directors converse and
in many cases are able to
find a new lead on the
subject. It is because of this
that the student's name,
address, and phone number
are kept on record in the
case that further assistance
can be given.

MONEY
SAVERS

GOOD NEWS FOR STUDENTS! Battered budgets
rebuilt at Maryland Fried
Chicken this month. That's
right. This month is MoneySaver Month at Maryland
Fried Chicken. This is the
month to S-T-R-E-T-C-H those
food dollars and beat the high
cost of living. Try our new
Drive-Thru Order Station
<br take out orders.
CUP OUT AND SAVE
(Just Clip Out These Coupons &
Present When Placing Order)

5 PC
CHIKEN FINGER DINNER
French Fries, Cole Slaw,
(All White Meat)

Bob Hope
says:
"Red Cross
helps
veterans,too!"

The purpose of this
program is to give a "broad
view of how to use a library
and to find some unheard of
views" on a number of
topics. This program by no
means is meant to take
"away from the classroom,"
according to Barbour. It is
meant to add to the learning
process. The library offers
an orientation program for
those students in English
151, and an even more
indepth program for the
students in English 152.
A program can be
arranged for anyone
needing assistance in the
use of the library.

ONLY
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SHRIMP BASKET
21 Delicious Shrimp,
Cole Slaw, French Fries,
Hush Puppies

ONLY §299

Maryland FRIED CHICKEN
i m m Offer Expires Oct. 31, 1979 » ™

2 PC SNACK
2 Pieces of Chicken,
1 Vegetable & Roll

ONLY

*1

29

Maryland FRIED CHICKEN
Offer Expires Oct. 31. 1979
A Public Service of This Newspaper flm
& The Advertising Council cSmc"

CONTEMPO
Statesboro Mall

»

Maryland FRIED CHICKEN
FAIR ROAD & WEST MAIN
Phone 681-1078 or 764-5232
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Foreign Language Institute

Argentine student spends summer at GSC
Her father is Yugoslavian. Her mother is from
Argentina. Among her
grandparents and greatgrandparents are Spaniards, Italians, Frenchmen,
and Turks. In her family
there are followers of the
Catholic, Jewish, and
Russian Orthodox faiths.
She herself is a Muslim.
Fatima Lelic from Argentina was certainly representative of the international mix of 126
students enrolled in the
Rotary Foundation—sponsored Foreign Language

Institute at GSC this
summer.
Argentina is one of the
45 countries represented at
the Institute, which was
directed by Dr. Jack N.
Averitt, Dean of the
Graduate School, and
staffed by GSC faculty.
Rotary Foundation students destined to study incolleges and universities all
over the United States come
first to Georgia Southern
for in-depth review of
English to prepare themselves to succeed in their
widely varied fields of

Top-Notch
FOR THE BEST
IN FALL FASHIONS.

study.
On a typical day, Fatima
spent an hour in the
laboratory, listening to
tapes of selections from
books, and listening to her
self on a tape recorder to
check pronunciation. In
grammar class the students
used maps and charts to
outline their own countries'
industrial development,
cultural activities, even
cities and rivers—anything
to encourage them to use
their adopted language of
English. Everything from
Japanese fans, French
wines, German sausages,
tourist places in Sweden
and Norway, and literature
of Chile is discussed during
the daily class in oral
presentation. In an hour
spent reviewing idioms,
such confusing terms as
"He's big time" and "That's
a real feather in my cap"
were explained to students,
who tend to take such
expressions literally.
The final course of the

day was taught by Dr.
Averitt and provided a look
at U.S. customs, history,
and geography so that the
students would be familiar
with what they encounter
when they arrive on the
campuses where they will
spend a year or more.
After completing her
study of English at GSC,
Fatima headed for Purdue
University, where she is
studying water pollution
control. Like all Institute
students, Fatima already
has one college degree. As a
chemical engineer, she will
prepare for a job awaiting
her in Argentina as that
country's first environmental engineer.
A French psychiatrist,
an Italian medical doctor, a
Belgian filmmaker, a
Japanese professional
photographer—all were
found on the GSC campus,
using English to reach out
toward understanding
themselves and their
American hosts.
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#16 CHOPPED SIRLOH
With Potato, and Mushroom Gravy

$1.29

TRY OUR SUPER SALAD BAR

With Meal
All You Can Eat

TAKE OUTS - 764-9007
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$1.89
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The SUB movie this weekend will be Damien Omen II,
the sequel to The Omen. It is one of the most acclaimed,
horror films of all times and follows the inexorable progress
of Damien, the Anti Christ and Son of Satan, toward his
destiny as prophesied in the Biblical Revelations.
Admission will be 75 cents.
The Wednesday free movie will be The Great Scout and
Cathouse Thursday, a star-studded, comedy-adventure
about Colorado in the post gold rush days.
All showings will be in the Biology Lecture Hall.

^*
J
Have you felt the wonderful breath of the
^^^
awakening of the Holy Spirit? Do you long to
^^^
learn to recognize the voice of God? Do you want
\
to know how to be used by the Holy Spirit? Do you
want to know more about faith? Do you long to know
the word?
This all speaks of hunger.
We invite you to come to SCC. We believe your hunger can
be satisfied.

Ms. Sero

SUNDAYS:

*

CHIC JEANS

f

9:45 a.m

Cafeteria, Statesboro High School

6:00 p.m

Cafeteria, Statesboro High School

WEDNESDAYS: 8:00 p.m

106 Norwood Drive
(912) 764-9594

BIBLE STUDIES: To Be Announced.

(POLO)
By Ralph Lauren

statesboro

Hughes Protzmon, Pastor
106 Norwood Drive, Statesboro, Georgia
(912) 764-9594

Christian Center

n
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Strongest stomach in the world
Editor's Note: Thomas
Williams, a journalism
student and public relations
major, regularly lifts
weights with record-holder
Qiuck Braxton in Statesboro.
By THOMAS WILLIAMS
A 10-wheel, eight-ton
tftick slowly inched off the
rairnp' and on to Chuck
Braxton's stomach as he
lay beneath the rubber tire.
* Then, slowly, the truck
eased across his bodv and
on'to a second i ramp
Braxton stood, smiling,
rfe had broken another
world record, a feat
accomplished about a
month ago on the campus of
Blast Carolina University in
Greenville, N.C.
The 42-year-old North
Carolinian was in Statesboro last week planning to
set yet another world
record. He was making
arrangements to do a show
at the Ogeechee Fairgrounds on Oct. 27 where he
will allow a 10-ton truck to
r$st on his muscled
stomach.
He holds five national
powerlifting records in the
super-heavyweight
class
and, with ropes around his
waist, he once set a record
by holding back four
airplanes that were trying
to take off.
If Braxton is successful

in arranging his show here,
and that is not yet certain,
he plans to attempt a
variety of stunts for his
local audience.
He plans to drive a
motorcycle at 20 miles per
hour through a space eight
feet wide by 100 feet long,
which will be filled with 100
gallons of gasoline. The
gas, when lit, will produce
flames reaching about 100
feet high.
He will also drive around
the track in a car, the tank
of which will be filled with
10 gallons of gas and three
gallons of nitromethane.
When he reaches the
straightaway in front of the
grandstand, he will ignite
the tank and blow up the
back of the car.
Next, he will sit on the
ground in a circle 50 feet in
diameter. The circle will be
filled with 50 gallons of gas,
which will be set ablaze. He,
hopefully, will escape
injury with the help of a fire
suit which he will be testing
for the Pyrotechtics Safety
Equipment Co. of Minneapolis.
Finally, he will drive a
car at about 100 mph into
four other cars, each filled
with 20 gallons of gas,
exploding all five cars.
"I like a challenge,"
Braxton said. "Anytime I
can do anything original,

Chuck Braxton works out at J's Gym getting in
condition for the stunts he will do at the Ogeechee

Fair on Oct. 27. Braxton plans to let a 10-ton truck
rest on his stomach.

I'm all for it." But he admits
that sometimes his chances
of coming out of his stunts
in one piece are "slim and
none."
Braxton is a huge man,
weighing 296 pounds,
standing 5'10", and
sporting a 59" chest. His
arms measure 21" around,
and his calves are 20".
His hair is white and he
has a full white beard, but,
despite his imposing size,

group and sixth in overall
weightlifting competition.
This year alone, he has
broken the national deadlift
record five times. He has
won more first place
trophies (18) than anyone
else and more trophies
overall. His official deadlift
record is 770 pounds and his
unofficial record is 800. He
currently bench presses 500
pounds and squats 710.
During his recent visit to

Learn how to
make up your face...free

he can be gentle.
A Statesboro man who
saw Braxton at J's Gym
told his little girl that
Braxton was in fact Santa
Claus. Moments later, she
was sitting on the weightlifter's knee and she was
telling him what she wants
for Christmas.
It seemed an unlikely
role for a man who is
currently ranked first in the
world in the over-40 age

Statesboro, he worked out
on all three of these lifts in a
single workout. As he was
about to leave, someone
said that the 120-pound
dumbbells were never used.
Braxton saw that
comment as a challenge. He
walked calmly over to the
bench and pumped eight
full repetitions with them.
"It's been over a year
and a half since I popped
any dumbbells," he said.

SUB Presents

WILLIAM HOLDEN LEE GRANT

EftMlEN

©MENU

The first time was only a warning.
COLOR BY DeLUXE® PANAVISION®

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SUNDAY

Today Merle Norman cordially invites you to find your best face, free.
We will give you a make-over like
you have seen in the pages of your
favorite magazines. Free. Yes, free.
Merle Norman has one of the most
beautifully programmed makeup and
skincare collections in America. And

Copyngh, C «>« Twen„e,h Cemuiy-Fo, L^^J«

OCTOBER 5-7
Admission 750

9:00 p.m.
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.

both are specifically matched to
every woman's individual needs.
Let us teach you your face. Free.
Now, it's your turn to be beautiful.

mERLE noRmm
I'lie Place tor the (.ustom hire

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIO
COLLEGE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
STATESBORO, GEORGIA 30458
TELEPHONE: 681-3870

All Movies Shorn In Biology Lecture Hall
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'The Caretaker to open CLECs 1979-80 season

By SUSAN
THORNHILL
The Campus Life
Enrichment Committee
(CLEC) of GSC opens its
1979-80 season of presentations on Monday, Oct. 8,
with a performance of
Harold Pinter's "The
Caretaker." The play will be
performed by members of
the professional resident
company of the nationally
acclaimed Academy Theatre of Atlanta.
On the following night,
Oct. 9, the Academy will
perform an original,
company-developed play,

"Families." Both performances are at 8:15 p.m. in
McCroan Auditorium and
are free! to GSC students
with ID.
Season tickets for GSC
faculty and staff are
available for $10 each from
CLEC until Oct. 8 or until
all available tickets are
sold. General admission
each night to "The
Caretaker" and "Families"
is $3 and GSC faculty and
staff admission is $2.
"The Caretaker" established English dramatist,
Harold Pinter, as an
internationally recognized

contemporary playwright.
The play won the London
Drama Critics' Circle
Award and the Newspaper
Guild's Page One Award in
New York. The New York
Times described it as "...a
play of strangely compelling beauty and passion; it
will tease and cling to the
mind," while the Atlanta
Constitution called the
Academy Theatre's production of the play a
"...masterful handling of
Pinter."
Members of the resident
company who will perform
"The Caretaker" include

Chris Curran as the tramp
who comes to live with two
odd, rather mysterious
brothers played by John
Ferguson and Tom Hammond. The production is
directed by Frank Wittow,
founder and artistic
director of the Academy
Theatre.
The play, "Families",
explores with insight and
humor areas such as
divorce, sibling relationships, escapism and death
and how they affect today's
families.
An Improvisation and
Play Development Work-

shop led by the Academy
will be held at GSC on Oct. 8
at 1:30 p.m. and an Actors
Workshop will be conducted
Oct. 9, at 2 p.m. Tours of the
Academy Theatre residency program are sponsored in part by grants from
the Georgia Council for the
Arts and Humanities, the
Southern Arts Federation,
and the National Endowment for the Arts, a federal
agency.
The performances are
brought to campus by the
Campus Life Enrichment
Committee which is
comprised of GSC faculty,

staff, and students and
headed by Gordon Alston.
A variety of programs are
offered by CLEC during'
this year to satisfy the
diverse interests of the
students and the community.
An evening of song,
dance, and mime is
presented by the Southern'
Educational Theatre in
"Bananas" on Oct. 18.
Pianist, Janina Fialkowska, who has won the
praises of renowned
pianist, Arthus Rubenstein,
entertains on Nov. 6.

Humor with Derek Smith

THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS

Season's football previewed

Hut, rah, it's football
time again, fans. There's a
nip in the air and pigskins
are flying like mad, as teams
around the world whip

themselves into a frenzy of
gridiron excitement. With
this in mind, we would like
to present a kickoff preview
of teams on the internation-

TOtft

Paragon
FINE FOOD

DAILY BUFFET (Except Sat.) ... 11 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
SEAFOOD BUFFET
Friday & Saturday
SUNDAY BUFFET
Best Buy

■

al scene, starting with
perennial power Iran.
The Sand Crabbers of
Coach-Ayatollah Billy Lee
Mickens will sport a new
look this year due to a major
coup in the backfield. The
Crabbers will be without
the services of number one
quarterback Shah Kaput,
who had his pride hurt early
in the season. The Iranians
will use something called a
"firebomb" instead of a
football, and all home
games will be played in the
streets of Tehran.
In the season opener, the
Crabbers will take on the
Poultryville Kurds in a non-
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Largest Selection of Domestic Imported Wines & Beers

COURTESY ICE &
Now Izod's well-known classic Lacoste"
golfing sweater sports the alligator.
It's in the same easy-care, washable link-and-link knit that you've been
wearing from Izod. Navy, red, dark
brown, camel, burgundy, black, rust.
Paris green, French blue, white or
cornflower blue. Sizes S, M. L. XL.

Welcome Back Students!

)

| Johnson's

mm MARKET
USDA Choice Cuts Beef
Full Service Convenience Market

\

FREE BAG OF ICE WITH $400 PURCHASE
SUa'WrtWrt^gwsigw^

conference revolt.
From Rome, the Vatican
has announced that it will
field its first football team
ever this year. The "Mad.
Cardinals" will be led by
defensive standout Pope
John at free safety, and a
superstar rookie who is,
expected to arrive at the
Vatican training camp by
fiery chariot sometime this
week.
•
In other boolah boolah
news, from Northern
Ireland, the IRA and Great
Britain will renew their*
friendly rivalry in a series
of contests this fall. The
British will be hampered by
the loss of defensive tackle*
Lord Mountbatten who the
IRA cleverly blew up during
the off season.
The Russian national *
team will be tough as usual,
and will be led by a star pair
of running backs named,
you guessed it, Leo*
Brezhnev and Al Kosygin.
Nicknamed the "Red
Magpies", these two backs
will be a moratzi in the hind
quarters of the opposition
all year long.
The Nicaraguan Moon-^
heads will be inexperienced
this year with Coach Andy
"Crowlegs" Samoza
sending in plays by flare^
from Miami. The Moonheads open the season in
Mecca as they take on Saudi
Arabia at Mohommed Ray,
Sleasy Stadium.
Well fans, these are the
teams to watch if they can
keep themselves on the*
map. Next week, a look at
thermonuclear baseball.
Until then, so long and good
sports-around the world! »

AUDIO

CAN MAKE
MONEY
FOR YOU!

Sell audio equipment at your
college. No investment; experienced sales help and incentive programs provided.
Over 60 top brands. Submit
resume, or call.
Serious inquiries only.
Audio Outlet, Inc.
10 Commerce Court,
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Rock V roll: disco go away
•

•*

*

"

'

By CRAIG STARLING
Several weeks ago
in Chicago an event occurred that stunned
many disco promoters and
fans. In a large suburban
stadium, several thousand
young adults gathered to
pay tribute to a dying fad
that was once the epitome of
popular music during the
mid-70's. The youths,
burned thousands of Donna
Summer, Bee Gees, and
Saturday Night Fever
albums in a huge bonfire
that could be seen for miles
around the stadium.
This incident is only a
minor example of the
changing music trends,
from disco records to the all
time favorite, rock 'n' roll
by such favorites as Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Marshall Tucker

Band, and Charlie Daniels.
Seasons change and so do
people; especially the young
adults on college campuses.
At GSC the same change
of music style is also
beginning to take form. One
example is the recent
renovation of Friday's. This
former discoteque has been
transformed into a more
particularly rock 'n roll
establishment.
Gone are the strobe disco
lights, electronic devices,
and the sometimes bizarre
sounds of disco music.
Welcome back guitar
picking, drum beating, and
the word of "Free Bird,"
"Cocaine," and "Good Ole
Boys." Why this change
became necessary may be
described in many ways.
As one manager of the new

Friday's stated, "Disco has
never been accepted by the
majority of GSC students."
, This college has always
h^d the distinction of being
a rock 'n roll oriented
school. GSC is a bastion of
rock 'n roll enthusiasts. One
needs only to wander past
most any dormitory
window and listen to the
blaring sounds of rock 'n
roll music. Most campus
fraternities, sororities, and
private clubs have eliminated disco from their music
repertoires, and replaced
them with rock 'n roll.
Besides student preference,
other reasons are also
prevalent in the diminishing disco culture here at
GSC.
The free enterprise
system provides the right

for one establishment to do
all it may to topple its
biggest rival. Food store
chains, restaurants, and
now lounges and night
clubs compete rigorously
for business. On this college
campus, several different
night clubs compete for
dancers, drinkers, and
socializers. Of course, in
turn, the establishment
which attracts the most
customers is the place
which satisfies the needs of
the people.
Consequently, as the
managers of Friday's would
agree, The Flame was a
definite threat to the
existence of the old disco
Friday's. The rock 'n roll
atmosphere of The Flame
attracted the masses of
college students. The

12 GSC students tour Spain
"It's not that the
Spaniards were rude, but
that they had different
ideas about personal space
than we Americans did,"
said Judy Schomber,
assistant professor of
Spanish at GSC. "They
didn't attempt not to bump
into people on the sidewalk,
and they often linked arms
*to walk three or four abreast
down a crowded lane, not
moving an inch for
oncoming travelers."
Such cultural and
attitudinal differences were
observed by Schomber and
her group of 12 college
students visiting Spain this
summer on a nine-week,
travel-study tour sponsored
by the University System of
Georgia Studies Abroad
Program. In its ninth year,
the Studies Abroad Program annually sends
hundreds of college people
to such foreign locales as
Germany, France, Rome
and Athens, Mexico City,
and Spain.
Arrangements for the
tour led by Schomber as
professor in charge were
made by Julio Duarte,
associate professor of
Spanish at Georgia State
University. Schomber's
group of students included
five from GSC, five from the
University of Georgia, one
from Kennesaw Junior
College, and one from
Georgia State.
From June 18 through
Aug. 19, the students and
Schomber immersed themselves in the Spanish
approach to living.
"Besides gaining expertise
in another language," said
Schomber, "the greatest
value of this program is
that students recognize
major and minor differences and similarities in
another culture and their
own. Everyone knows
about Spanish paella and

siesta and sangria, but not
everyone has a chance to
live deep within another
system of customs, beliefs,
and attitudes."
The first week of the
summer was spent touring
the Spanish cities of Toledo,
Cordoba, and Seville, plus a
stop at the resort beach at
Alicante. From there the
students traveled to
Valencia, where they spent
the next seven weeks living
with Spanish families and
studying at the University
of Valencia.
The last 10 days of the
tour were spent in Madrid,
where students lived in
hotels and took day trips to
such places as El Escorial,
Felipe IPs palace; Segovia,
to view a 2000-year-old
Roman acqeduct still
carrying water; the Royal
Palace; and The Prado,
housing a world-famous art
collection.
Studies at the University of Valencia included
classes in grammar and
composition, conversation,
culture and cr. .lization.
"Few professors there spoke
more than a few words of
English," said Schomber,
"so our students were forced
to expand their vocabularies and gradually to
build their confidence in
speaking another language."
Many of the students
were also forced to change
their eating habits, or at
least to consider changing.
"The senoras who cooked
for us expected us to eat vast
quantities of their delicious
food," said Schomber. "It
was not unusual to be
served half a chicken, huge
hunks of sausage, and a
gigantic pile of rice, and
that was only one of four
courses at a meal."
At a lunch, for example,
the senoras would serve

first a soup or large salad,
followed by rice or pasta,
followed by the main course
of a meat with vegetables,
followed by an enormous
serving of fruits like
watermelon, bananas,
pears, apples, oranges,
peaches, grapes, and an
unidentifiable Spanish
fruit called simply "fruta."
"Gaining weight was
one problem," said Schomber, "but convincing the
senoras that we really
enjoyed their cooking was
another. They thought that
if we didn't clean up every

manager added, "Disco
Friday's bombed out. It
went flat broke!" Now,
however, the new Friday's
is bound to become a
popular rock 'n roll
nightclub for the party
lovers.
New York, Los Angeles,
Atlanta, and other large
populated cities have
experienced this recent
comeback of rock 'n roll
music. These cities have
witnessed the overwhelming effects of the changing
tide in music. Popular
-3C-
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discoteques that were once
teeming with social
prominence and status are
rapidly becoming passing
fads. Maybe one day,
however, disco music will
again emerge and become
as popular as it was at one
time.
Remnants of disco are
still very much alive on this
campus and elsewhere. But,
if one was to ask a GSC
student today about disco,
he would probably receive
the reply, "Rock'n roll is
here to stay."
JB

ir

Charlie's

All Night

morsel from every course,
something was wrong with
the food. Nothing we could
say would change their
minds or encourage them to
serve us small portions."
Students eligible for the
Studies Abroad Program
must have had at least four
quarters or the quivalent of
language instruction at the
college level. "Preference is
given to students enrolled
in University System
schools," said Schomber,
"though those enrolled in
private colleges are not
excluded."

50% OFF RENTAL SKATES W/C0UP0N

Restaurant
in the Simmons Shopping Center
301 North

MONDAY-FRIDAY
12 £ -2:30 p.m.
Closed Saturday night & Sunday

*-* *****************
Rental

—

Street Skates
Sales

—

Service

LOCATED IN OASIS RECORDS
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Handful Of
Happiness
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ROSES *12.95
FRIDAY FLOWERS *5.00

*
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Charlie and
Helen

Welcome You!
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GOOD FOOD
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421 FAIR ROAD, STATESBORO, GEORGIA

Meal Tickets
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FEATURES

Campus Paperback bestsellers

Electronics music studio
located in Foy building

1. The World According to Garp, by John Irving. (Pocket,
$2.75.) Hilarious adventures of a son of a famous mother.
2. The Far Pavilions, by M. M. Kaye. (Bantam, $2.95.) High
adventure and love in the Himalayas: fiction.
3. Chesapeake, by James Michener. (Fawcett, $3.95.)
Multi-family saga along Maryland's Eastern Shore: fiction.
4. Evergreen, by Belva Plain. (Dell, $2.75.) Jewish immigrant woman's climb from poverty on lower Manhattan.

By LORI TIREY
One of the more
interesting facilities on the
GSC campus these days can
be found on the first floor of
the Foy Fine Arts Building.
Technically, it is known as
the Electronic Music
Studio. Its purchase was
made possible through both
the GSC Foundation and
the music department. It is
a new department. It is a
new dimension for the
music department and
allows students to express
their musical creativity as
they learn to electronically
produce and control sound.
Producing and processing music electronically has
become increasingly
popular in the last 15 years.
Synthesizers make it
possible to produce any kind
of sound. One can create any
conceivable sound he
desires.
Composers were the first
to demand such instru-

5. Wifey, by Judy Blume. (Pocket, $2.50.) Housewife's experiences on road to emotional maturity: fiction.
6. Scruples, by Judith Krantz. (Warner, $2.75.) Rags to
riches in the fashion world: fiction.
7. Eye of the Needle, by Ken Follett. (NAL/Signet, $2.95.)
British/Nazi espionage thriller: fiction.
8. The Women's Room, by Marilyn French. (Jove/HBJ.
$2.50.) Perspective on women's role in society: fiction.
9. Murphy's Law, by Arthur Bloch. (Price/Stern/Sloan,
$2.50.) And other reasons why things go wrong.
10. Bloodline, by Sidney Sheldon. (Warner, $2.75.) Woman
inherits power and international intrigue: fiction.
Compiled by The Chronicle of Higher Education from information
supplied by college stores throughout the country. October 1,1979.
Association of American Publishers

ments for the purpose of
producing what traditional
performers could not.
Modern technology responded to this demand and
the sound systems have
since been advanced
beyond the boundaries once
accepted as the ultimate
limits.
There are basically two
parts to the Electronic
Music Studio. The first is
the monitoring system. It is
similar to a home sound
system and makes it
possible to make and listen
to tapes. The second is the
sound generator system,
which synthesizes or
creates the sounds.
There has been a
healthy response to the
studio on campus. There is a
two quarter course of
instruction in the use of the
equipment. It is offered
during the winter and
spring quarters to a limited

number of students. If one "
takes the course and is
qualified to operate the
equipment, he may use it for
his own purposes. Those
students, must be deemed
qualified by Dr. David
Mathew, assistant profes- %
sor of music at GSC and
founder and director of the
EMS.
«
There is a wide cross
section of the GSC student
body that has demonstrated an interest in electronic •
music and the EMS. It is not
merely intended for music
majors. Students from
journalism, speech, phy-»
sics, electronics, accoustics,
drama, and other areas
have seen fit to utilize the
instruments for various"
reasons. One can produce
anything from disco to
abstract music to backgrounds or simply enjoy *
their interest in electronic
music.

2nd ANNUAL

JESUS 79 GEORGIA STYLE
Worship, Praise & Teaching

FESTIVAL
SEE: The Working Of The HOLY GHOST

FEEL: The Presence Of The Lord JESUS

HEAR: GOD'S Children Singing In The Spirit

FRIDA Y, OCTOBER 5 SATUROA Y, OCTOBER 6 & SUNDA Y, OCTOBER 7 (Communion Service)

MUSIC GROUPS PLUS

SPEAKERS/TEACHERS PLUS

COBBTOWN, GA.

Thirty Miles From Statesboro (7 Miles South of 116)

"A

CLASSIFIEP
For Sale
FOR SALE: Attention Freshmen: Panasonic stereo in good
working condition—$35. Call
Nancy Reeves on campus at 6815575.
(10-4)
FOR SALE: 1975 Tr7 4-speed,
low mileage. Call Hester at 6815586 before 5 p.m. or 685-6147
after 5 p.m.
(10-4)
FOR SALE: 1973 Frigi-King
Deluxe auto air conditioner w/
thermostat, sold together or
separately. Also, 1973, RCA, 19",
portable, color television with
chrome stand and remote control
for sale, reasonable. Excellent
condition. 5121 on campus,or8422115, after 5 p.m.
(10-4)

Wanted
WANTED: Outgoing student to
work parttime. Should be familiar
with fraternities, sororities, and
other student activities. For more
information write to: Phil Baker,
P.O. Box 9, Dublin, Ga. 31021 or
phone (912)272-2744.
(10-4)
WANTED: Earn as much as $500
per 1000 stuffing envelopes with
our circulars. For information:
Pentax Enterprise Department
Ga., Box 1158, Middleton, Ohio
45042.
(10-4)

WANTED: Students experienced
in photography work for partrtime
employment on campus. Contact
Steve Ellwood. 681-5253.
(10-4)

Lost and Found
LOST: Silver money clip initials
MJR engraved in script. Contact
Mike, L.B. 10509 or phone 6813392.
(10-4)
LOST: 14k braided bracelet in
Newton Building or Biology
Building. Contact Kelly Small,
L.B. 12215.
(10-4)

Services
SERVICES: Typing done in
record time, call 5121 on campus
and ask for Charlotte.
SERVICES: Typing services
available: 764-5978.
(10-4)

Notices
Model UN
selected
Applications

are now

being accepted for the
Model United Nations
delegation. About 10-15
students will be selected for
next spring's trip to New
York. They will also be
involved in the planning
and administration of the
High School UN in early
March.
Any interested student
may pick up an application
form from Dr. G. Lane Van
Tassell in room 202 of the
Newton Building or in the
political science office in
Newton 115. The deadline
for submission is Oct. 5.

Jesus 79
this week
The second annual
Jesus '79-Georgia style
worship, praise and
teaching festival will be
held this weekend at the
Cobbtown ballpark.
Activities will begin
Friday at 5:30 p.m. and
again Saturday, Oct. 6, at
10 a.m. Total session tickets
are $6, with a special
admission price for GSC
students.
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Stamp
exhibition
slated
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Admission for the general
public will be 50 cents for
both days.

Softball
meeting
Oct. 8

The Savannah Stamp
Club will present, as an
addition to the events of the
1979 Revoluntionary Battle
Park Bicentennial, its first
There will be an
Stamp Exhibition and
organizational meeting,
Bourse. It will be held on
Monday, Oct. 8 in room 152
Oct. 13 and 14 at the
Hanner Building at 7:30
Ramada Inn located near
p.m. for all GSC women
the Talmadge Bridge. This
interested in trying out for
is the area believed by
the Lady Eagle's intercollehistorians to be the sight of
giate softball team.
the 1779 battle fought
between the British forces
and the American colonies.
About 25 dealers are to
attend the Stamp Club
bourse, which is a marketplace for collector's stamps.
On the first day, Pulaski
postcards from the U.S.
The GSC chapter of the
Postal Service will be
American Association of
available at the exhibition
University Professors has
for interested collectors.
scheduled its first meeting
Cacheted Pulaski covers
of the 1979-80 year for Oct. 3
will also be available. One
at the Faculty Club.
of the cachets will be a
Dinner at the club will be
reproduction of the two-cent followed by a discussion of
Pulaski issued by the postal
"The Professor's Pocketservice in the 1920's but has book and Inflation", with
since been discontinued. guests Mel Steely, state
To commemorate the stamp' lobbyist for AAUP from
show, a special show West Georgia College and
cancellation will be offered. Jones Lane, local representArea collectors interest- ative to the Georgia
ed in displaying their legislature.
stamps may procure
The catered dinner,
information concerning which will cost $2.50, is to
frames by contact Robert start at 5 p.m., with the
Epstein, P.O. Box 1194, meeting scheduled at about
Savannah 31402. The 5:45 p.m. All GSC faculty
exhibition is from 10 a.m. to are welcome to attend both
8 p.m. on Oct. 13 and from or either of the events as
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Oct. 14. well as to participate in a

AAUP
to meet

general question and
answer session with the twi ■
speakers.
So mat proper arrang
ments can be made for th
food, those attending th
meal are asked to let Dr
John Kolpitcke, L.B. 8052
know of their intentions.

Chess Club
sets tourney
The GSC Chess Club
will meet 7:30 p.m. Monday
and Friday nights in rooms
111 and 115 in the Williams
Center. Membership is free
and open to anyone who is
interested.
A tournament will be
held to determine the GSC
chess champion and
Grandmaster Samuel
Reshevsky may come here
to play a simultaneou&
exhibition.

Do you have something to sell? Do you
want or provide a
service? Have you lost
or found something
lately? If so, use the
George-Anne classified section to advertise. It's free to the
students of Georgia
Southern. Drop your
ad by the Williams
Center room 110 or
phone 5246. They can
also be mailed to
Landrum Box 8001.
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TV
RENTAL
Now At Dell's TV

(primes
JEWELRY

?

19" DECORATOR COMPACT TV

COMPANY

DIAGONAL

"SINCE 1892"
FEATURING
• ORANGE BLOSSOM DIAMONDS
• WATCHES Accutron, Omega, Bullova, Tissot
• CHINA:
Lenox, Oxford, Pickard, Wedgwood, Haviland, Gorham,
Royal Crown, Derby, Richard Ginori, Royal Doulton,
Denby, Franciscan, Aynsley, Vernon, Minton, Spode,
Coalport, Noritake
• SILVER:
Towle, Reed & Barton, Lunt, Tiffany, Wallace, International, Heirloom
• CRYSTAL: Fostoria, Waterford, Lenox, Imperial, Lotus, Noritake,
Gorham
• GOLD:
Chains, Beads, Charms and Holders
• JEWELRY CUSTOM MADE
• CLASS RINGS
• ENGRAVING A SPECIALTY
• GIFTWARE
• PARKING IN REAR
• PEWTER
• BRIDAL CONSULTANTS AND REGISTRY
• REPAIRS

SPECIAL: Discontinued Sets of Casual China
Great For Apartment Dwellers

!

THE QUALITY GOES IN DEFORE THE NAME GOES ON'

Rent A Color TV For A Month Or
Special Price For A Quarter
DELL'S TV

NORTHSIDE DRIVE
764-9659

STATESBORO, GA
764-9886
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New face roundup

Several new recruits signed
By ANITA NORTH
Raegan McCurry of
Sarasota, Fla., has been
signed as the fourth recruit
for the GSC women's tennis
team. McCurry played at
Riverview High School and
is currently ranked 39th in
the state in singles.
She was one of the
primary reasons for
Riverview's seventh place
finish in the state tournament. McCurry was hampered by an early season
injury and played at No. 1
doubles.

"She's of equal ability to
our other recruits and we
are going to have tremendous depth next season,"
said GSC tennis coach
George Shriver.
"Raegan's a strong
baseline player," added
Coach Shriver, "who has a
backhand that rips across
the net. She's not afraid of
the net but she's basically a
baseline player."
Tnpp Kuhlke of Augusta
has signed as the first
recruit for the GSC golf
team, according to Buddy
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Alexander, GSC golf coach.
The Westside High School
golfer led his team to third
place this spring in the state
tournament.
Individually, Kuhlke
carried a 72.2 average this
season and recently placed
sixth in the golf capital at
Goshen Plantation in
Augusta.
Kuhlke, who placed first
in 1978 and sixth this
spring at the state tourney,
was named the Most
Outstanding Golfer in the
CSRA (Central Savannah
River Area).
"Tripp's a real strong
player," said Alexander.
"He's a good competitor and
he'll have a good chance to
play right away. I'm pleased
to have him. I feel he'll
develop into a fine player."
Scott Blankenship, an
outstanding all-around
athlete from Nicholasville,
Ky., has become the
seventh recruit signed by
GSC basketball coach J.B.
Scearce this season.
A 6'3" guard at Jessamine County High School,
I -Blankenship is a two-year
'Central Kentucky Conference all-star performer. He
brings a long list of
impressive credentials,
including 1,385 points
scored as the first four year

varsity performer in the
school's history.
In addition, Blankenship also directed the club's
attack and was a leading
defensive player.
"We are very pleased to
sign a player of Scott's
caliber," said Scearce. "We
feel certain that he will fit in
well with our program."
Clara Lee Harden, an
All-State guard from Lyons,
Ga., has signed with GSC
for the upcoming basketball
season.
Harden averaged 27.3
points and eight assists per
game this past season at
Toombs Central High
School under Coach
William Warren.
The 5'3" playmaker
excelled defensively,
coming up with 156 steals
and forcing 154 turnovers.
As a 47 percent shooter
from the field, Harden
tallied 1,794 points during a
four-year career and
finished with a 19.1 high
school scoring average. In
addition, she managed 4.6
rebounds.
. Harden scored 67 points
in one game this past
season and scored more
than 30 points on eight
other occasions.

SPORTS
Schomber named .
GSC's new SID
Hank Schomber, former
sports information director
(SID) at Florida State
University, was named SID
at GSC, replacing Larry
Albright.
Schomber was recently
honored by the National
Collegiate Baseball Writers
Association by being
selected as the recipient of
the 1979 Wilbur Synpp
Award, given annually to a
member of the NCBWA in
recognition of outstanding
contribution to collegiate
baseball in the U.S.
The 1967 graduate of
Florida State served as
Albright's assistant the
past three years.
He has served two terms
as president of the NCBWA
(1977-79) and is currently
publicity chairman for the
United States Baseball
Federation.
During his nine years as
assistant SID at Florida
State, he assisted with the
promotion of the basketball
program and coordinated
publicity and media
relations operations for
most of the other Seminole
sports.

Schomber has been a
member of the College
Sports Information Directors of America since 197^
and has led several
workshops and panel
discussions in that organization.
He also compiled and
edited the National
Collegiate Baseball Recocjl
Book, the first publication
of its kind on a national
scale.
"I am looking forward ft>
the challenges that lie
ahead and to working with
the athletic department and
institutional development
staff," said Schomber. "I
feel I can make a strong
contribution to the institution and its athletic
program through the sports
information program.
GSC's athletic program ha,s
outstanding potential and
it is exciting to be a part of it
at this time."
Schomber has alst>
served as assistant
tournament director and
director of publicity for
several regional an^
national tournaments..

Stallings heads American stars
for International Cup games\

Bass Weejuns:
The original loafers

A SNAP TO INSTALL
CLOSED-FACE
ULTRA-THIN TRACK

Handsewn construction... legendary
comfort and durability ... traditional
styling. If it says "Bass," it's the
real thing.

Smooth-faced 1 2"-thin track
snaps together like model train
tracks Lights snap on. move
anywhere on the track at any
time if your needs change

SNAP 'EM UP SPECIAL

_ SN4PTR4K
STARTER KIT:

4-ft track, two lights, cord and
plug set
$86.85 List Price
only

R. J. Pope
301 S.
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$
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29

Open Saturday, 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
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SALE PRICE

/103 S. WALNUT ST.
/STATESBORO. GA. 30458
912/764-6268

GSC baseball coach
Jack Stallings has been
selected to head the USA
entry in next month's
Intercontinental Cup
games to be played in Cuba.
The announcement was
made last week by the
United States Baseball
Federation which represents the amateur baseball
interests of the U.S. in
international and Olympic
related competition.
"We are extremely proud
to have Jack serve in this
capacity," said USBF
Board Chairman Dr. Robert
Smith of Greenville Illinois
College. "This will be a very
important trip for not only
the USA, but also all of
amateur baseball.
"We wanted to have the
very best representation
possible and certainly feel
we have that," he said.
Stallings, the secretary
of USBF, recently served as
business manager for the
U.S. team that participated
in the Pan American
Games in Puerto Rico.
He is no stranger to
international baseball,
having taken several teams
to Central and South
America, as well as
conducting clinics in
Australia and Saudi

Arabia.
This past summer,
Stallings and his GSC sta£f
hosted a two week camp for
15-18 year old Australian
players.
"I am looking forward i$>
this upcoming trip," said
Stallings. "We anticipate a
highly competitive tournament. Teams from Japan,
Holland, Italy and several
Latin American countries
have already announced
their intent to participate.*
This will be the first major
international event in Cuba
in which the USA has been
entered.
*
Stallings will be assisted
by coaches from the
collegiate ranks including
LSU's Jack Lamabe, Al
Meyer of Mayville College,
Pat Daugherty of Indian
Hills Community College,
and Florida Southern
Athletic Director Hal
Smeltzly.
They are currently
selecting players to make
the trip for the Oct. 14-25
event.
*
GSC trainer Tom Smith
will serve the team as will
sports information directoj
Hank Schomber, who will
serve as publicity director.
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I Evans picked to head Eagle
™ ladies' roundball program
By HAMP GARDNER
Ellen Evans has been
appointed the GSC Lady
Eagle's basketball coach
for the 1979-80 season.

Ellen Evans, flanked by seniors Renarda Baker (left) and Debra Linebarger
(r«ht).

Lady netters in tourney
•The GSC women's
tennis team traveled to
Charleston, S.C. this
weekend to compete in the
first of five quadrangular
matches this year, the
College of Charleston
Invitational Tournament.
'Coach George Shriver's
netters also have 11 dual
matches scheduled this
spring with "three or four
more to be added when the
northern teams complete
their spring trip schedules."
The quadrangular
matches in the spring, all of
which feature state teams,

will be at Valdosta State,
Emory, Columbus, Georgia
College, and GSC.
Among the dual matches the Lady Eagles will play
are home contests with
Emory. Armstrong State.
Augusta, Mercer, and,
Furman.
"We are pleased with this
year's schedule," said
Coach Shriver. "Our squad
will be receiving some
strong tests, but I believe we
will be up to them."
"We have an excellent
opnportunity to prove

NATURAL

Evans, who came to
Statesboro from Shorter
College in Rome, is no
stranger to the winner's
circle. She amassed a threeyear record as the women's
basketball coach at Shorter
with an impressive 75 wins
and 16 losses. In 1978, she
was named "Coach of the
Year" in Division II by the
Georgia Association for
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women. Both that season
and in '79, she was
nominated for National
Coach of the Year honors.

ourselves. In addition, our
fans will have the opportunity to see some attractive
matches at home," he
added.
A four stop road trip into
Florida highlights the road
schedule with matches at
Flagler, Stetson, Jacksonville and Florida State.
Other road matches include
Georgia and Mercer.

After graduation from
ASU, Evans attended
Middle Tennessee State
University and received her
master's degree in education. She is currently
enrolled in courses at GSC
toward her educational
specialist degree.
"My plans for the
season? To get down the
basic offensive and
defensive systems so vital
to the success of the game,"
said Evans. With veteran
starters Renarda Baker and
Debbie Linebarger, both

seniors, and upstarts like
Videza Merriweather and
transfer Dianne Fuller, the
Lady Eagles have a
headstart on what looks like
a very promising year.
"I am very excited about
coming to the Georgia
Southern program," said
the Lady Eagles new head
coach. "We have outstanding potential here. It will be
a new experience for me,
coaching in Division I, but I
look forward to the
challenge."

The Charleston, S.C.
native attended Chicora
High School there and went
on to Appalachian State
University, where she was a
four year starter on the
women's basketball team.
Her last three years, she was
cpatain of the team and as a
senior, she was named the
club's Most Valuable
Defensive Player.

MINKOVITZ
Presents

"U Bag" Collection

FOODS
Home Of The Bagdad Delight
extends a welcome to all GSC students.
In our grocery section you will find bulk flour,
"grains, nuts, dried fruits, spices and honey. We
have excellent domestic and foreign cheeses. Cold
weather will soon be here and we have a large
•selection of herb teas to keep you warm. Our
freshly ground peanut butter is available in
smooth or crunchy. We have delicious whole grain
^breads and a large selection of vitamin and
mineral supplements. For the ice cream lover we
have Haagen Dasz and Natural Nectar Pies.
Our cafe menu offers a variety of sandwiches,
salads and smoothies. We have delicious lunch
specials and soup Monday-Friday. Our popular
"student meal plan allows you to receive a 10%
discount (meal plan may be used on both grocery
and cafe items).
*
We are located 1/10 mile from the GSC front
entrance at 301/Tillman Road, easy walking
5 .distance.

Lightweight Parachute
Nylon Duffle Bag 22 inches
wide.
Reg. $18...

♦«W

Other foldable, waterproof
totes, back packs, weekenders, etc.
Reg. to $24—$15.99 to $21.99
3rd FLOOR

Headquarters for all greek
wear & supplies,
any awards or ribbons,
and all intramural needs.

OPEN:
MONDAY-THURSDAY
10-7
'FRIDAY-SATURDAY
10-6
CAFE BEGINS SERVING AT 11

QUALITY DISCOUNT WORLD
DOWNTOWN STATESBORO

Team Uniforms Available.
GOOGQQCtOQ®®Q€iQ€i®&QQQQG€>Q*i
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Golf team finishes 11th
in NCAA tournament

Former Jenkins star
signs with Southern
Greg Griffin, honorable
mention All-American and
All-State basketball player
from Jenkins County High
School, signed a letter of
intent with GSC in June,
according to an announcement by Eagle Head Coach
J.B. Scearce.
Griffin, who led this
Millen team to a 25-1 record
and the AA title as a senior,
was named honorable
mention All-American by
the St. Petersburg, Fla.
Times.
A three-year starter for
Coach Mack Morrison,
Griffin averaged 23.5 points

Floor.

Continued from page 20
tion classes, intramurals,
graduation, special campus
events, general recreation,
and concerts as well as
being the home court for the

GSC's golf team finished
its season by placing 11th
in a field of 29 teams at the
NCAA Golf Tournament.
Ohio State won the 72hole tournament which was
played at Bermuda Run in
Winston-Salem, N.C. Wake
Forest's Gary Hallbert was
the medalist with a oneunder par 287.
Coach Buddy Alexander's GSC team cdmpleted the tournament with a
score of 1226. The 11th place
finish was the school's
second best on record; the

and 16.0 rebounds his
senior season while hitting
55 percent of his field goal
attempts and 76 percent of
his free throws. As a junior,
he averaged 23.8 points and
16.1 rebounds per game in
leading his team to a 21-4
record,
team to a 21-4 record.
Following his senior
year, he was named the
Central Savannah River
Area Player of the Year in
all classes by the Augusta
Chronicle, chosen to the
Coastal Empire top ten
players by the Savannah
Morning News, and
selected honorable mention
All-State.

Eagle men's and women's
basketball teams.
The new surface is also a
Tartan surface, but it will be
a poured self-leveling
composition.

1972 team recorded a 10th
place finish. It was tfce
eighth consecutive year
that the Eagles had
competed in the collegiate
championships.
*
The low man for GSC
was Pat Lynn who put
together rounds of 73-77-8173, for a total of 304. Tfie
other scores looked like this:
Jodie Mudd, 76-77-76-78,
307; Toby Chapin, 74-74-7885, 311; Tom Carlton, 74-fe78-81, 315; and Marc
Arnette. 79-76-79-82, 316.

Road race this month

Jody Mudd, who was the No. 1 player on the Eagle
golf team, was selected as an honorable mention
All-America as well as winning the Kentucky
Open.

People will literally run
to the 1979 Ogeechee Fair
on Thursday, Oct. 11. The
second annual Ogeechee
Fair Road Race will finish
at the tractor pull stands on
the fairgrounds.

The 9.75 mile race will
start from GSC's campus at
6 p.m. and will follow bstk
roads after leaving campus
perimeter road to Deal's
store, across highway 67 to
the fairgrounds.
*
Trophies will be awarded to the first five finishers.
Runners must be at lea*st
14 years old. The registration fee of $1 must
accompany the registration
form and should be mailed
to Ogeechee Fair Road
Race, P.O. Box 472,
Forms may be picked up
at the GSC security office or
Reddick Insurance Co.,
Simmons Shopping Center,
Statesboro. Forms may be
obtained by mail, by
writing Ogeechee Fair Road
Race, P. O. Box 4^2,
Statesboro, Ga. 30458.
A field of 50 or more
entries is expected this year.
Last year's winner Paul
David Kina's record run of
27 minutes 37 seconds
should be hard pressed.

RECORDS & TAPES

For additional information, call Sydney Smith at
764-4329.

UNIVERSITY PLAZA

Simpkins__

681-2959

* BIGGEST INVENTORY
OF ALBUMS, 8 TRACK,
CASSETTES & ACCESSORIES
IN STATESBORO
CHANDLER
DAIRY
QUEEN

OASIS

I NEW ADDITIONS- |
SHIRT TAILS & ROLLERS
LANDRUM
CENTER

RD

MUSIC BOOKS
BLANK TAPES
GUITAR STRINGS
& ACCESSORIES

Continued from page*20
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winter quarter after
working this fall. He also
plans to continue playing
basketball and to stav in
shape and possibly try to
make an NBA roster^ in
1980. If Simpkins does not
make the NBA, he will be on
his way to Europe where he
has a job lined up playing in
the European league.
"I still have a few years o
play," he said. "After my
playing career is ov^- I '
would like to coach. I would
like to help with the GSC
basketball team if possible, '
but regardless I will if.ay
around the game." His ■
hometown of Aiken. S.C., is I
also a possible coaching'
ground. Simpkins kn^w.s
many of the young players !,
in Aiken form the time he
spent ith them as a church
league roach.
*

————w
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Rahn transfers

Eagle Assistant Basketball Coach John Nelson has
announced that John
Rahn, a 6'8" 225 lb. center,
has transferred to GSC
from Western Kentucky.
Rahn, who will have to
sit out one year before
becoming eligible to play at
GSC, was the back-up
center his freshmen year
when Western Kentucky
won the Ohio Valley
Conference title and played
in the NCAA tournament.
The Burlington, Iowa,
native was hurt at the
outset of his sophomore
year and did not see much
action during the 1978-79
campaign, but did manage
to score 15 points and snare
11 rebounds against Duke.
Rahn will become
Nelson's first recruit when
the Eagle assistant takes
over for retiring coach J. B.
Scearce, Jr., at the end of

Bruno

Continued from page 20
Two things shocked me:
they don't have cornbread
or grits.
A friend fed them some
cornbread and they liked it,
but not enough to expatriate their country.
As for spare time—it's
spent, at least by these
young men, playing the
Australian equivalent of
major league baseball.
No big money is shelled
out for these ball players or
any others that swing a bat
or toss a pitch. They carry
other jobs to put bread in
the basket, quite a contrast
to the super-salaried, cry-baby athletes in this
Country.
Competition is nowhere
Sear as fierce, either.
In fact, upon learning
that my best sport is
basketball, they asked me
why I didn't play for the
college team.
I replied that I was
nowhere near good enough
to make the team.

*ia-

: at

the 1979-80 season.
A former AP and UPI
Iowa All-State selection,
and a McDonald's AUAmerican, Rahn played
high school ball at
Burlington High, averging 23 points per game his
senior year. and setting a
school record with 412
rebounds. That team
finished with a 21-4 record
and was edged out in the
playoffs by eventual state
champion Iowa City. Rahn
was also the state high
jump champion.
Says Nelson: "John will
be a super forward for us.
He's an extremely fine
outside shooter and very
physical, at 225 pounds,
around the boards. He's a
definite starter. If everybody else on the team plays
as hard as he will, we'll
have a dynamic club."

"You mean you have to
be good enough?"
That was a reply which
perhaps captured the whole
atmosphere of Australian
athletics—if you want to
play a sport, regardless of
your talent, you can play.
Such philosophy makes
for less skill but more fun—
something that we dearly
need to put back in such
sports as high school
football.
So now, after exchanging one of my T-shirts for
one of theirs, (I bet I'm the
only kid on the block with a
Western Austrialian
Institute of Technology
shirt) I have a physical
souvenir of the visit.
But that's not as
important as knowing that
somewhere in this world
there's a place where sports
are played for fun, not
blood, and people still turn
out to watch.
It used to be that way
here.

MOSC

Rugby practice has begun in preparation for the
upcoming season.

Golfers honored
GSC golfer Jodie Mudd
has been named honorable
mention All-America and
Eagle coach Buddy Alexander has been chosen as
co-coach of the Year for
District III with Wake
Forest's Jesse Haddock.
The selections were
made at the recently
concluded NCAA Golf
Tournament by a panel of
college coaches.
Mudd, a freshman from
Louisville, Ky., was one of
the primary reasons for

GSC's continual high
finishes this season.
Playing at No. 1 throughout
the season, Mudd placed in
the top six in six of the
team's seven spring
tournaments.
Alexander, an AllAmerican selection in 1974
and 1975 while an undergraduate at GSC, led the
Eagles to their eighth
consecutive NCAA tournament bid. The St., Petersburg, Fla., native just
concluded his third season
of collegiate coaching.
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GARAGE SALE

*

Saturday, Oct. 6

watches, umbrellas, notebook paper,
wrapping paper, books

50 to 90% off

COLLEGE
BOOK NOOK
CHANDLER RD.

*

*

AAA-AA-B
5-10
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Bass Weejuns:
The original loafers
\'b6s-(,)tro,\r? [F3 1: a small or unpretentious wineshop or restaurant 2a:asmal1 bar
or tavern b: NIGHTCLUB-

Handsewn construction . . . legendary comfort
and durability . . . traditional styling. It it says
"Bass," it's the real thing.

,*4*

BREAKFAST!
7 a.m.-1t a.m.

Without your help,
we can't afford to win.
Make tax-deductible check payable to U.S. Olympic,
P.O. Box 1980-P, Cathedral Station, Boston, MA 02118

Regular Daily lunch Specials.
CHECK OUR ENTERTAINMENT SCHEDULE.

STATESBORO MALL
OPEN TIL 9 P.M.
Monday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday
Tuesday and Wednesday 10 A.M.-6 P.M.

'■ . o- :
» ^ A * ■
■ • 9 • > ■
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Local
netters
fare well
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Are Koala
bears really
that cute?
By STEVE BRUNNER
I happened into a
friend's apartment the
other day, hardly noticing
the two strangers in the
living room.
I was introduced to the
two, Paris Mitchell and
George Christie and
shrugged them off as
competition for the girl that
lived there.
Then one of them spoke,
and I immediately noticed
something strange about
his drawl. It wasn't exactly
south Georgian, but it
definitely wasn't a yankee.
Then it dawned on me—
these were two of the
entourage of Austrailian
baseball allstars that
invaded the campus of GSC
recently.
Immediately, curiosity
set in. Do kangaroos really
bounce up and down the
streets of the cities? Are
koala bears really that
cute? Do you have disco?
(They do, the poor devils.)
Are the women all just like
Olivia Newton-John? Are
aborigines as short as every
high school geography
teacher says? Is it always
hot, or do you have winter?
Is cornbread cooked right
down under? Do you like to
be called Aussies? Have you
ever eaten grits and/or like
Jimmy Carter? Is television
as rotten as it is over here?
What do you do in your
spare time? Swamped with
these and other similar
askings, the Australians
(no, they do not like to be
called Aussies) could have
turned tail and run.
(Instead, they welcomed
the questions and answered
them in detail, sometimes
too much detail (no, the
women don't all look like
Olivia Newton-John).
I was informed that
kangaroos are a pest, and
do not bound the streets
freely.
Koala bears don't do
anything, but they are
pretty cute.
The poor inhabitants of
the southern hemisphere
country are being invaded
successfully by that quasimusic known to some as
disco, to the rest of us as
nonsense.
Aborigines aren't
mything like our high
school geography teachers
vould like to make them out
,o be, but they are treated as
•,econd-class citizens.
Winter happens in
\.ustrialia, albeit not as
larshly as it does over here.
Television is just as
otten over there as it is here
>ecause 80 percent of
Vustrialian TV is American. Too bad.
See BRUNO, p. 19

Intramural football is fast approaching as are the

injuries that always accompany it. Rule changes
may alter the situation this year.

Simpkins' NBA career ends
By MARK TAYLOR
For Matt Simpkins, a
former GSC basketball
standout, the trip to the
Cleveland Cavliers' rookie
training camp was, among
other things, very interesting and informative.
However, Simpkins, like
the seven other rookies who
reported on Sept. 4 to the
National Basketball
Association's Cavalier
training camp, was not
chosen to stay and play this
season. Of 22 potential
signees who reported to the
Cleveland rookie camp, 14
were free agents and it was
from this more experienced
crop that Cleveland
selected its newcomers.
Names of note among
the free agents were former
high school standout
turned pro, former Atlanta
Hawk Bill Willoughby, ex-

ABA player Mel Bennett,
and former Portland
Trailblazer Willie Smith.
"Cleveland signed a new
coach recently and I believe
he wanted to go with the
more experienced players,
rather than take any
chances on the less
experienced rookies," said
Simpkins.
Despite being cut,
Simpkins was able to meet
and knock heads with some
of the game's best and most
well known players. To
most athletes, "knock
heads" is merely a form of
expression, but for Simpkins at the Cavalier rookie
camp, "knock heads"
became a reality as he
described it. "Coming off a
pick, Jim Brewer, a 6'8" 250
pound veteran crashed into
me," said Simpkins. "It
knocked me dizzy."

Remembering the incident
with a laugh, Simpkins

Among the other league
veterans Simpkins practiced with, talked to, or went
out on the town with, were
Walt "Clyde" Frazier,
Campy Russell, Jim
Chones, Elmore Smith,
Bingo Smith, and Footsy
Walker.
"I learned a lot about the
league and increased my
basketball knowledge by
listening to these guys,"
Simpkins commented.

Matt Simpkins

Seven Eagle baseballers cop
All-South team selections
Seven Georgia Southern
College baseball players
were named to the 1979 AllSouth Independent baeball team.
The Eagles and the
University of Miami
dominated the balloting,
placing nine players on the
first team.
First team selections for
GSC included sophomore
catcher Carmelo Aguayo
who hit .352 and drove in 46
runs. He tied with Miami's
Ron Batter for first team
honors; slugging firstbaseman Mark Strucher who set
a school and NCAA record
with 26 home runs. He also
set school records with 85
RBI's, 188 total bases, and
an .817 slugging average.

Senior Sergio Crego,
who hit .297, tied for first
team recognition at second
base with Etienne Farquharson of South Carolina.
Superlative Scott Fletcher was named at
shortstop. The junior led the
GSC club with a .412
batting average and set
new school records with 75
runs, 99 hits, and 30 stolen
bases.
Chip Gray, a senior, was
named to the outfield with
Mark Parrish of Baptist
College and Tony Brewer of
Miami. Gray hit .353, drove
in 75 runs, and stole 22
bases this season.
No Eagles were named
to first team pitching staff

added, "Believe me, that
was a big man."

which included Miami
hurlers Mark Batten and
Jeff Morrison, and South
Carolina ace Jeff Twitty.
However, sophomore
Chuck Lusted, who compiled a 9-1 record, was
named to the second team.
Junior Alan Willis, 11-2,
was an honorable mention
selection.
Fletcher and Aguayo
were also named to the AllTournament team at the
NCAA Atlantic Regional
which Georgia Southern
participated in last
weekend, finishing third
behind champion Miami
and runner-up Clemson.

"The big thing for the
players now is to get no-cut
contracts, not allowing
them to be released or
replaced," Simpkins said.
However, the possibility
exists, that if someone were
to get hurt in the guard
position, Simpkins could De
called up to play this year.
Reflecting back on the
period between being
drafted and reporting to
training camp, Simpkins
said he worked hard on his
ball handling and defense.
"I was a little surprised to
be chosen by such a veteran
team like Cleveland,"
Simpkins said. "But I had
reports that I had a good
chance of making the team
so I really worked hard."

Eleven Statesboro
tennis players carried home
championships this summer in the Fourth Annual
Georgia Southern College
Open.
Andreas Koth, a member of the GSC varsity
tennis team walked
through the Men's Open
singles and took the title
with a 6-1, 6-0 victory ove/
Savannah's Mike Vandergrift. Ric Mandes and John
Humma teamed up to claim
the honors in the Menis
Advanced division doubles
with a 6-3, 3-6, 6-3 win over
Walter Garvin and Allen
Tipton.
Joe Blankenbakejf
defeated Richard Rogers, *
6, 6-3, 6-3, in the finals of tin
Men's 35 singles and biM
Rushing took honors in t>
Men's 45 singles r*M
defeating George Shriver,^
3, 6-7, 6-2. Shriver teanu-k
up with David Ward to w is
the Men's 45 doubles with s
6-2, 7-6 victory over
Savannah's Jim William;
and Bill Phillips.
Brenda Carter led tha"
Statesboro women's cor'
tingent by winning th
Women's Open singles wit^
a 6-1, 6-3 triumph over o-it
Wickiser. Dorothy Golde"
won the Women's Advan'^j
ed singles by dumping
Savannah's Barbar^'
Phillips, 6-2, 6-4.
Statesboro's CecJip
Brannen and Sand.vr
Roundtree took the champ.,
ionship in the Womenjr,
Advanced Doubles with p be
1, 6-0 win over Pat LaCe by
and Dot Golden.
^oad
Other division results
were as follows: Men's Open
Doubles: Pedro Sierra-Mike l
Vandergift (Savannah) def.
Joe Harwell-Jim Fillingim
(Savannah), 63, 3-6, 6-2;
Men's Advanced Singles:
John Butcho (Savannah)
def. Craig Harney, (Savannah), 6-3, 6-3; Women's
Open Doubles: BooBoo
Bennett-Julie Jenkins
(Jesup) def. Beth MobleyAnn Banks (Wrens), 6-1,6-2.

Gym has
new floor

Looking ahead Simpkins will re-enter GSC

Georgia Southern'*
Hanner Fieldhouse has a
brand new floor, athletic
director George Cook
announced recently.
<■
The old floor on the
fieldhouse was an 11 year
old tartan surface and,
according to director o*f
plant operations Fred
Shroyer, was one of the first
of its type in the south.
"Two or three schoofs
had them down before 'us,
but ours lasted several
years longer," Shroyer
noted.
The fieldhouse, a multipurpose facility providing
space for physical educa-
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Simpkins
commented
that he was a bit nervous
about entering training
camp. At 6'4", he and two
other guards were the
smallest players in the
camp. However, Simpkins
said the players were very
receptive and Cleveland
and its people were very
nice.

■B

